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per-i-he-li-on
Definition:

(Noun) Astronomy, the point in a path of a celestial body nearest
(Noun) Spirituality, the point closest to Christ

to

the

sun

re-flec-tion
Definition:

(Noun)

A transformation of

a

figure

in which each

point is replaced by
line or plane

point symmetric with respect to a
(Noun) the return of light or sound waves from a surface
(Philosophy) the process of things reproducing, under the influence of
things, traces or imprints of the things exercising that influence
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a

other

STORY & DESIGN ASHLEY BEAL 1/ PHOTOS CURTESY OF UNSPLASH

Peals of

laughter, the smell of the
forest after a downpour, muddy boots,
a
flowing river and the sound of hooves
pounding against a gravel road; that
is what my childhood was like. I may
have resided in the valley of California,
but my soul and mind flourished in the
mountain ranges. Our lives are split into

different versions of

ourselves,

as we

have

grown and as we have matured into the
people we know today. People say that
our

past defines

let it. Life isn't
as we

have

However,

thing on

only does if we
always going to be easy,

in this school year.
have something most don't

seen even

we

have: God.

us, but it

the Creator of every
your side is one of the greatest

Having

tools in this life. He will

never

fail. Look

around you,

you're here at Oral Roberts
University, just the place He wants you to
be.
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STORY & PHOTOS ASHLEY BEAL /I DESIGN DEVAUN POOL

LOOKING BACK
TO LOOK AHEAD
Creating something new to spark joy and hope into
always challenging.
yearbook

is

or

of the hardest

one

joyously with

Even after

working with

things

their friends while

reading

is worth all the time and energy

donors,

of the hardest and

most

been

creativity,

my

passions,

my

me

a

even

along he way

that I do. I've had joy

to

do.

book, whether they

placed into

an

spirituality,

and shown

flowing

interesting year to
me

of

out

me

but

people

are

creating this

years

However, getting to

see

current

people laughing
students, alumni

these editions. This year has been

stressful of my entire life. Between

applying to grad school, it's
helped

the

publication for three

this

I've had

students, faculty and staff is

all the

graduation, finding a new job

say the least. I've

through it
that will

one

struggled with my

all God has been

now

for the first time in

remain

a

by

a

constant.

my side

long time,

and

He has

through

all

all thanks to God and

few close friends.
I Peter 5: 10

in

(NIV)

Christ, after you

states, ''And the God of all grace, who has called you

have suffered

a

little

while, will himself

restore you

to

his eternal

glory

and make you strong,

firm, and steadfast."
This book is
even

when all

ward in

life,

road may be

worthy of

meant to

seems

you

can

hard,

make readers reminisce about the

dark and
find the

hopeless,

good in

but with God

all that God has

to

all

there's

things,

a

light

even

good

around the

if it's

serve as a

corner.

I

hope

something small.

anything is possible. Remember,

give

and

you

are

reminder that
as

you go for

So go forth. The

loved and you

are

you.

Best wishes,

Ashley

Beal

Editor-in-Chief 2019-2020
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Looking back

on

bouts of anger. But
me

into

a new

life I find many emotions:

through

it

all, I

see

happiness, sadness,

the hand of God

leading me,

dawn. Our past isn't

do better and be better.

excitement and small
and the

people

around

supposed to keep us stagnant, rather it should fuel us
It should ignite us to be who God needs and wants us to be.

Romans 12:2

to

(NIV) states, "Do not conform to the pattern of this world, but be trans
formed by the renewing of your mind. Then you will be able to test and approve what God's
will is- his good, pleasing and perfect will."
Life is hard and leading people is harder, but with a few good people by your side
everything will turn out all right. The journey that Christians must take isn't always easy
and it certainly won't bring us any earthly riches, but that's not what we're after is it?
We're after the great reward that is

waiting for us

in Heaven.

© Oral Roberts University
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I

FROM THE PERIHELION EDITORS
Looking
never

for

a

back

on

my first few years at

considered that I would become

top-ranked publication

These years

were

abilities and

thought

to a

great

extent.

exhausted and
to

ORU,

an

processes

character,

were

edit another article

next to no

write my

or

but in every season, I know there

feeling

motivation

own

articles,

for

good and not for di
a future and a
hope." This verse has

give you

been my confidence for
seem

plans I have

says the Lord. Plans for

you,"
to

29: 11 says, "For I know the

overused,

some

time.

Though

I don't believe there is such

and

enlightenment. The growth could have been
a little inside
joke at our late-night meetings or
sharing a new story; sometimes it was sitting on
the floor

it may

a

thing.

The Lord's heart is for

pain,

or

good not for disaster, stress,
If those things do come the plan and

sadness.

purpose remain the same, because there is

growth

was

Jeremiah
saster,

challenged

Sometimes I remember

meanmg.

editor

like the Perihelion.

difficult and my

possessing

I

in the middle of it all. There is

ful and fulfilling

Through

as we

a

hope even

future that is beauti

seek after Him.

this book

hope

we

that each of you

listening to new music while reading,
writing and editing until my vision blurred. In

this last year worth it for you. Even when we've

the

been tired and

middle,

Many

there

times

we

was a

purpose.

struggle

the mundane activities of
back

on

certain

seasons

to see

any purpose in

day-to-day life.

of

our

lives and

We look

we

think

of all the

are

able

go to

to

college,

and be

purpose and the

reason

for every

and

fmding the

questioned why we

we can see

that it

for all the

that makes

moment

even

chose

to

meaningful
moments, good and bad,
was

as

a

moments

shaped us.

I

people

on

and

am so

part of reminiscing with

have

season.

single

remember those

worked

looking back

a

beyond.

worthwhile. The title and vision for this book
from this idea-

least

that made up the past school year and

that have

cast

at

grateful

things we could or should have done
differently. We're human and we want to feel as
though we belong and that we're doing something
was

find

people

the

We

ones

excited for you to be

us.

I

am

proud

to

have

something that mattered filled with the

that matter. Here's

shaped

to

the memories that

us.

In 53 years of ORU
dents and 53 years of

yearbooks, 53 years of stu
everyday life there was and is

PHOTO BROOKLYN GRIFFIN

Thank you,

1ft�
Mychaela Burris

Copy Editor 2019-2020
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If you had asked
I

thought

me

I'd still be

probably would

in tenth

writing for

have

laughed

grade
a

whether

yearbook,

and

I

"I mean,

said,

1. doubt it. Does it matter?" To be entirely hon
est, my

actually pushed

mom

because my schedule was, in her
in extracurriculars. Back then
a

great

reason to eat

school while
same

getting

pizza
mom

pick it up
terms, lacking

me to

yearbook was just

with my friends after
off my back

at

the

years. In

writing

ence

Put

stylistic

simply,

high school,

changed

my mind

a

was

lot

over

the

set on me

chanical

articulate

sentence structure or

choices when it

my

that I've

little,

expression through writing.

my

nose

has been hidden

were

natural, strongest academic suit, they
of fun. When I got
to

teach, and with

to

ORU,

my math

sitioned from

engineering

education. In

case

you've

to

my most

were a

lot

Ever since I

ranging everywhere from The Lord of
Snow Falling on Cedars to Walden. The

the

Rings to
I

study math at ORU,

much I needed my

the

experiences
was

more

at

I

recognize how

Perihelion

over

for all the numbers in front of me, I could relax in

background

obscure facet of ORU's culture. I could learn

never

had the

the

entering the Matrix

the

secondary

was

remarkably often

I realized I wanted
tran

bored.

behind books

years. Whenever I felt like I

things

was

always had an underlying need for

Even

of those

writing.

high school (about
yearbook specifically; that would otherwise be a long

more

none

mind

English-oriented

engineering, so I took a lot of math and
physics courses. My hours were filled with calcu
lus problems, statistics graphs and force sensors.
though

comes to

What I didn't realize in

creative

interests have

a

requires

artful

list) is

time.

My

physics post-lab (I don't recommend
it) or a differential equations research paper
(twice as confusing as it sounds), neither experi
of

familiarity of the written word by covering some

math

about how the

pleasure

sions of the
my

things

university worked, uncover the pas

people that make it function,

and hone

linguistic skills all while taking a much-needed

break from my studies.
PHOTO GRACE PERRON

When I consider my time

working for

Peri

I'm

gratefulI've been afforded such a great
opportunity. Despite all its challenges, late nights

helion,

and due

dates, writing for the yearbook has been

fulfilling in ways

my

high-school

self

was too

naive

appreciate. Getting to know my coworkers and
bonding as a team has been truly unforgettable,

to

and my respect for ORU and its beautiful hidden

details and talents has done

nothing but increase.

Sincerely,

/�//(�Pierce Martin

Managing Editor

2019-2020
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There is
ney that
current

tions

something to be said about the jour
inevitably lies behind an individual's

life. What steps have been taken,

granted, qualifications

where

they

In

people

to

exploration and personal progress are the driv
ing force behind my position as the Perihelion's

aiding with

by

all of

We've

been tasked with

events

Struggling

with

a

yearbook.

lack of purpose and

of voice for much of my

life,

a

lack

and then

being
introduced to the Perihelion team as a photogra
pher in 2018 not only illuminated a previously
overlooked creative drive, but also paved the way
for growth in nearly all aspects of my
profes
sional confidence. My younger self,
enraptured
of
a
by images
being well-known photographer,
yet stifled by a lack of self-esteem, would be
stark

to who I

comparison
so much
regarding the world of journal
ism and publishing via my time with the Perihe
lion. Working as the photography editor for the
a

learned

am now.

I have

me

beyond

the creation of this

year's book,

privilege of working alongside
some of the most
amazing teammates, whose
unfettered creativity and tireless dedication have
inspired me at every turn. A sentiment shared

photography editor, for they are common both
to myself and to the students whose lives I have
in the

has humbled

I have had the

stand in the present. Stories of self

capturing

yearbook

measure.

posi

earned and what

choices have been made. These all lead

2019-2020

stitute

us

is

this; these

lives

am

which

con

precious, though fleeting.
sought to appreciate the mosaic of distinct
that build everyone's respective stories,
our

are

and thus have focused
I

moments

changed

and

on

so-called "Reflections".

changing still,

and

students and alumni of Oral Roberts

through

the

been invited

renewing
to

of

our

mind,

total transformation

so are

the

University;

we

have all

according

to

Romans 12:2.
I

am so

proud

to

have contributed to the 54th

edition of the Perihelion. "Reflections" stands
a

testament to

the lense of
Him

been

the

things

ORU,

God has done

and will

surely

as

through
glorify

serve to

it

brings to mind the things that have
birthed, expanded, pruned and trans

as

formed.

With

gratitude,

Ryan MacMillan

Photography

© Oral Roberts University

Editor 2019-2020

Welcome back kids
many of you may

We

are

skip

historians in

to

another edition

over

of, "hey they're giving that

the articles we've written- and

our own

right.

This book represents

even

our

out

for free

this letter-

hopes, dreams,

so

our

I should

words

tears,

probably take

serve as

blood,

sweat

one." While

the stories of this year.

and every other

piece

and part that could
grown
the

more

place

from
that

now

we

possibly have gotten into our own Frankenstein of a book. Through writing this, all of us have
acquainted with how a yearbook is run and operated and, what's worth more, what we can do to better

that we're
want to

living in

for future

generations.

read this and look back

at

This is

our

all the incredible

history

things

book for this year. I

that

we

have

hope

accomplished

that

enough to weather. To the students and faculty that are in this book, this is
nostalgically back at one of your years in college. To the people who were not, I hope

look into what life

was

like for

many years

and all of the

have been strong

worse, to look

people

things

yours, for better

this will

give you

or
a

us.

Thank you,

.'-�.:';'-,":.;�.�:;..,;;.-.-;:.
��.��.�g�:: l,.�:-;.

__

:��� .:..:
.-'

Ii',

..
.

.....

'.'

.

'�---

'
,

....

Faith Wilson

1"-

Assistant

to

the Editor-in-Chief 2019-2020

PHOTO SHEKINAH SPEARS
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STORY FAITH WILSON

II DESIGN

ASHLEY BEAL

II

PHOTOS CHRIS HUMPHREY

A NEW HOME
The

newest

dorm addition accomodates

more

students

University houses buildings primarily built in the
70s. While these old buildings are still standing, President Wilson and
the ORU Board of Trustees believed it was time for an update.
Niko Njotorahardjo Hall is the newest addition to Oral Roberts
University's campus. This is the first dorm that has been built in forty
Oral Roberts

years. On the east side it contains three all male floors. Two of these
are apartment style and one is dorm style. The west side of Niko is all

three apartment floors and one dorm floor.
features sleek modern design in rooms with lofted beds

female and has four
This

building

floors,

and minimalist furniture. The architecture consists of

ings
on

and

mid-century
Albert Graham,
a

modern interior

high,

vaulted ceil

design.

senior convergence journalism major, resides
the second floor in one of the apartments. "It looks like a nice hotel

lobby,"

a

Graham shared. "The dorm itself is

[like a]

nice little apart

ment."
the founder and senior pastor of Gereja
Bethel Indonesian church in Jakarta, Indonesia, came to Tulsa for the

Niko

Njotorahardjo,

dedication. His church boasts
bears his namesake

as

over

300,000

members. The dorm

Njotorahardjo's grandson currently

now

resides in the

dorm.

Brewington, a senior convergence journalism major,
worked as the head chaplain of Niko. She loves how the new hall was set
up and noted the community atmosphere as well as how being there one
would feel a sense of independence.
Lauren

The apartments also offer students a chance to show off their
culinary skills as each unit is equipped with a full attached kitchen.
will open $28 million worth of improvements on
none of it
is under debt, and not one
this campus, and none of it
tuition dollar has been spent to build any of it," President Wilson said of

"This

fall,

we

-

the

expansion.
generations of

The

prospective growth

students to

-

will offer

come.

COMMUNITY
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even

better facilities for

®

rA\ The pristine lobby of Niko, where many
\!:Y students
hang out and study.

®

Nko

Njotorahardjo

Hall

was

completed

in the Fall of 2019 and houses many up

perclassmen.

©

The fourth-floor kitchen and dining area
for those who reside in the dorm syle
rooms looks over the prayer gardens.

©

© Oral Roberts University
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STORY FAITH WILSON

II

DESIGN ASHLEY BEAL

II

PHOTOS ASHLEY BEAL & RYAN MACMILLAN

TO THE UTTERMOST

GROUNDSI
Brewin' up

a

good

To

time

begin President Wilson's goal of expanding the campus, a build
ing was purchased to house the new Nursing and Engineering Complex. The
building was previously owned by ORU. The building had a different pur
pose bfore being converted into Uttermost Grounds. A bus system now runs
between the main campus and the Complex, bringing students to and from
classes. To satiate nursing and engineering students, a new coffee
shop was
opened and dubbed Uttermost Grounds as a parody to the university's motto.
The smell of coffee and pastries floats from the counter as students
talk and work, enjoying the change in pace from their
busy days. This new
addition provides a space not just for nursing and engineering students but
for all of ORU to enjoy.
Joel Visser, a sophomore biology major, greatly appreciates the new
coffee shop.

COMMUNITY

© Oral Roberts University

being on campus," shared Visser.
The new coffee shop offers espresso-based drinks, pastries and ready
made sandwiches. A study space surrounds the shop, encouraging a studious
atmosphere for work-focused students.
Brandon Shawver, a communication major, shared his excitement for
a new
option as well.
"I love that we got something new on campus," said Shawver. "It
brought a variety of different coffees and the study space is very peaceful."
Busy college students now have the option of a quiet coffee shop feel
while still being able to pay with Sodexo bucks. The new addition will help
future nurses and engineers be caffeinated and satiated while spending less.
"It's

an

out

of school vibe while still

© Oral Roberts University

© Oral Roberts University

© Oral Roberts University
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With flags held high, these women
all smiles during the festivities.

Rufaro Mukurazhizha is
ORU

a

are

freshman at
Journalism.

studying Convergency

Students gather every year to fellowship
while sharing music, dances, clothing
and food from each other's culture.

STORY ALEXA MOSTROM & MYCHAELA BURRIS

//

DESIGN ASHLEY BEAL

//

PHOTOS CHRISTIAN BROWN

IT'S A SMALL WORLD
A diverse school devotes

Today

a

day

celebrating beauty

to

the faint sound of drums

toward the Claudius dorm. As

one

gets

can

from

across

be heard when

nearer

the

drums,

the

globe

walking

the hum of

the

people, get louder. Once they reach the space between Claudius and
EMR, students are transported out of the United States and into a place
where all cultures

celebrating.

are

Culture Fest is

an

from around the world

ditions. Students flock
ent

annual ORU tradition where different cultures

gather
this

to

celebrate, eat, and introduce their

to

event to

learn the

uniqueness

tra

of all differ

cultures.

Several different

rise from the

up around the
that students can not be sure

armonas

tents set

clearing. They mix in the air, so much so
if the foods they were smelling are Chinese, Italian or Indonesean. The
options were endless and intimidating. Students can be seen enjoying
meal made up of all different types of foods. One student, Samuel
Bennet, tried both Chinese and Indonesean foods for the first time. "I
a

thought
tastes

food

it tasted

good.

of different

was

I liked the

spiciness.

I like the different kinds of

cultures," said Bennet. Bennet adds the Indonesean

especially good

but had

a

little bit of

a

spicy

kick

to

it

at

the

end.
The colorful dress reaches the

girl's ankles and flows with her
movements. She holds her head high, grinning, proud to represent her
country this way. She stands to the side of the stage waiting for the girls
on it to finish. In
graceful movements they swirl across the stage as they
bring their country's traditional dance to a close.
There is
dents go
ous

to

would

stage

set

perform. They

not

be

as

well

up in the center of Culture Fest where stu
have several traditional dances from vari

fashion show. The fashion show represents the
traditional clothes from different cultures, outfits that normally

cultures,

unique

a

as a

seen on

American

streets.

Students crowd

around,

watch

their fellow students

parad onto the stage.
Maddie Perkins was a freshman at ORU, so this was her first
experience with Culture Fest, and she loved it. Perkins thought it was
overwhelming at first, but was so happy her school does something this
inclusive. "It was so cool to, you know, see a little bit of each culture and
it just made me realize how diverse ORU is and that's something I really
like about it. It was just cool seeing the international students in their
element they all just looked so happy," stated Perkins.

ing, captivated

as

Culture Fest is

one

of the

schools and its students love how

step in the direction of
embrace, but celebrate.

events

that

ORU apart from other
and inclusive it is. It is a bold

unique
diversifying America

sets

that the students

© Oral Roberts University

not

only
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STORY PIERCE MARTIN

II

DESIGN ASHLEY BEAL

II

PHOTOS BROOKLYN & KALEB HOUSER

A PICTURE-PERFECT NIGHT
Homecoming

2019

laughter filled the room. A collection of countless
a
hallway inside Stony Creek Conference Center;
high fives and high spirits abounded as the dance floor grew closer and
the background music grew louder. As students hung up their coats,
handed their tickets to the staff and walked in through the doors, they
were
greeted by an excited mass of friends, teammates and fellow stu
dents, free from responsibility, dancing in unison to the rhythm of the
music. For a moment in time, homework, exams and stress were forgot
ten, and those in line rushed eagerly to join the throng.
When students needed a break from the excitement of dancing,
there were tables piled high with board games where people could be
found playingJenga, Uno and Dutch Blitz. This year's theme, 'Mas
terpiece,' gave students an opportunity to collaborate in painting on a
massive canvas just off the dance floor. Just as every attendee helped to
bring about a night's worth of remembrance, each participant's painted
contribution played a part in the creation of a beautiful work of art.
Visualize a populous city buzzing with activity as people of all
kinds interact with one another. Vibrant colors surround you as laughter
bounces off the bustling streets and smiling faces pass you by. The music
of life heard inside the room and the sight of teeming liveliness is a dis
play of the sheer beauty and diversity. Your heart is filled with joy at the
prospect of such a lively existence.
This is the impression the 2019 homecoming dance left on the
students that filled Stony Creek Conference Center with cheer, joy, and
dance moves as couples whirled and spun across the dance floor with ex
quisite grace. "I had a lot of fun at homecoming," said sophomore min
istry and leadership major Grace Perron. "I want to thank my friends
for bringing me with them. It meant a lot that they wanted to bring me
along."
Homecoming 2019 was, without doubt, a night of memories
made to last a lifetime as friends celebrated, dancing away the weight of
their assignments and rejoicing their way a semester to be cherished.
Faces lit up as
colors paraded down

COMMUNITY
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ill

(is)

A group of studnets

are

dressed

impress and showcase their style

night

meant to

draw

out

to
at

a

what makes

us

unique.

® Two

women

celebrate

as

the

long night

commences.

©

One students crowd surfs

unforettable

during

the

night.

COMMUNITY
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STORY BETHANY SOLOMON

//

DESIGN ASHLEY BEAL

// PHOTOS

JAMES ADAMSKI

THE POWER OF SHARING

YOUR STORY
The student body experienced RenewU on new levels this year.
Students shared the platform as stories of vulnerability and hope washed over the student

ORU's annual RenewU conference is

body

time of focused

spiritual
regeneration for the ORU family. Focused prayer and worship brings the
student body together each year. This year, something amazing happened
many students

pel stage

one

came

by

up

one.

out

of their comfort

They opened

a

zones

and walked

across

up and shared the vulnerable

the cha

challenges

in their lives.

RenewU

opened

attention. Personal
man
as

starting

up

levels of

new

testimonies, lessons,

their ORU

journey.

honesty capturing

and stories

were

the student

body's

shared from fresh

Other students followed

to

share thier hearts

well.

Joining the host on stage with his journal held tightly in his hands, se
nior theology and ministry major Charles Reed shared Isaiah 43: 19, "Behold
I am doing a new thing."
He reminded the ORU family of God's limitless power in our lives.
As he shared what God put on his heart, other students followed to share
their own testimonies. Class did not prevent freshmen, sophomores, juniors

seniors from

coming

forward

to

share their

experiences

or

and encourage their

classmates.
and

ministry major Kat Munson opened up
sought for and could not find. She looked
relationships, friendships, and youth group and there was nothing.

Sophomore theology

about the unconditional love she

for love in

After five years, she found that reckless and unconditional love in God.
Junior theology and ministry major Jesse Shiver grew up in church
with

no

relationship

with God. He went to

drugs, pornography, and apathy
provided everything he needed for school, in
even a computer.
Fully surrendered, God moved

until God restored him. God

cluding transportation, and
mightily in the life of Jesse.
Through each shared experience,

many were able to identify with the
brave students that walked the stage. ORU had a glimpse into the lives of
their peers in a new way. Each person had a story. Each had the capacity to

encourage, and show another person the
surrendered to, and pursuing God.

inspire,

there is in

trusting,

speaker at RenewU, Pastor Bill Johnson,
with passion into the hearts of the students.

@

The main

®

Students

spoke

hope

worship reverently together.
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BOTB: CHERISH THE MUSIC
ORU's Battle of the Bands celebrates student talent while

together

in the middle of

a

busy

bringing

students

season

The

lights were low everywhere except the few bright spotlights
illuminating the stage. Students filed in, grabbing their blue and yellow
tee shirts before finding a seat. The best seats were needed for a clear
view of the stage and room to dance.
Soon hosts rushed to the stage

cheering in anticipation of the
coming sets. Bands of all styles had prepared for this night. The lights
changed and soon music filled the Global Learning Center auditorium.
Students danced and sang along to songs they loved and stood in admi
ration of the original music played by the groups.
Battle of the Bands is an ORU tradition was designed to give
students a chance to listen to their peers perform and do what they love.
Music from country vibes to throwbacks was played as well as originals
from groups out of Timko. The bands played and sang their hearts out
until many were visibly sweating and out of breath on the stage. Fan fa
vorites were played, and ultimately Jasper Wilderness brought home the
victory with their original song Cherish the River.
Students stood and cheered when the night ended. Many left
talking excitedly about the bands they had just heard. Several were
searching Spotify for their favorite songs to hear again their walk back to
the dorms.

bring people together in a way that few other things
can. Many ORU students were grateful for the chance to gather and
listen to their peers and be reminded to stop and enjoy the music every
Music

once

in

a

can

while,

even

in the midst of the mundane.
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Gabriel Phillips sings his band's

o

song.

®

crowd

Dominic DeMeo
as

_-

original

passionatly sings

to the

smoke billows in the back

ground.
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the sets.

strums away
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of
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CHRIS HUMPHREY

LAUNCHING THE NEXT GENERATION
President Wilson believes God has called him

invest in ORU's

to

semester's "Resident President" initiative is

one

new

generation

of

of his favorite ways

students, and spring

to

do it.

President William Wilson

began his journey in ministry serving
youth
youth ministry executive, and since then has
had
a
the
heart for
next generation.
always
The experience as a youth executive would prepare him to be
ORU's president many years later. Becoming President of ORU in 2013,
his unrelenting heart for the next generation had an even larger outlet.
He understood one of his greatest callings was to invest in the next gen
eration, and believed it was the calling and role God ordained for him.
when he became

a

Since 'Resident President' launched four years ago, President
Wilson carved out several days each spring to spend with students. He

lives with them, dines with them and goes
loves it.

to

class with

them, and

he

"This is my fourth year. It came from my desire to understand the
students' perspective," said Wilson, "It became one of the most exciting

things

I do for this

to

ways

improve

university." Each year he compiles
experience from his time

the student

a

as

valuable list of

Resident Presi

dent.
''As I journeyed with the
to

class with

like the

I

students, walked
I did

them,
something
and
other
smaller
areas
stairs,
saw

not

the

cafeteria,

and went

expect. The little things,

that needed

improvements. It
are the
highlight

enhanced my sensitivity," said Wilson. "The students
it all and building relationships with them is vital."

of

"I told my staff I wish I could do this all the time. However, I am
an old man and I don't think I can hold
up physically for a long time,"
said Wilson. Generation Z makes up the majority of the student body

and their differences from Millennials
has spent time with them.
"I had a chance to know
40

or more

classes, and

it

a

helped

are more

now

that he

few of them much better. I've been in

me to see

He describes Generation Z

apparent

as

it in

a new

hard-working,

way,"

said Wilson.

sober and serious

prospects. He fondly calls them, "the amazing group of
young people that will change the world."
He can see that ORU's future is awesome and because of his time
about

career

with the

students,

he has been able to look

at

ORU with

a new

perspec

tive.
"I don't

with

a new

tastic, such

that word

lightly. We are in many ways a new entity
limits," said Wilson, "this year was fan
I
wonderful moments look forward to each spring."
use

future that is without

fi.:\ President Wilson enjoys a lecture surrounded by students in
\!:Y of the
lecture halls.

one

primary

®

President Wilson laughs boisterously
students in the Hammil Dining Hall.

as

he eats with

a

group of
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THE UNSEEN EFFORTS OF SA
The story of the

people

who

bring

smiles

to

Behind every student body event stand many students in
and areas of study, working collaboratively to
bring the student

ORU

a

number of

disciplines

body an event they will
remember for years. The organization responsible for these events is ORU's Student Asso
ciation and the process for creating an event is much more intricate than those uninvolved
may realize.

SA's head of programs and junior sports management major, Nicole Voerman,
described their process as such. ''An event always starts with a
proposal. Someone in
the programs office will copy a
template in our google drive. Then, it gets sent to Paige,
our financial executive, who will tell us what our
budget for the event will be." Next, SA

determines the 'W's' of
tional

the

an

of

event-

the

who, what,

when and where. SA is also very inten

event; they are focused on creating a specific atmosphere,
feeling or memory for the students to enjoy.
The proposal lists all the costs, reaches out to different vendors, and includes
as to

outcome

stakeholders like ORU

an

AY, Sodexo

groundskeeping. Finally, the proposal gets sent to
anything that needs to be changed, SA makes the necessary
adjustments and finalizes the plans.
"We like to reach out to other departments as much as
possible," Nicole stated.
artists
are
at
art
better
than
we
so
"Obviously
are,
departments like that one help us ac
we
couldn't
without
them."
complish things
Events as large as homecoming require a lot more coordination. The Student As
sociation office has to reach out to potential hosts, fit their theme to whichever location
accepts their proposal, and plan around any restrictions or challenges a venue might hold.
"Working with vendors is always fun because they're always way more helpful than
or

the deans for review. If there's

we

expect them

be," Nicole said. "It takes a load off our hands, and it's wonderful."
Student Association is always pushing for improvement. They're
constantly refer
to

ring to their archives to learn from past successes, communicating effectively between
departments and looking to make each event they plan more exciting than the last. This
year, SA has taken a special interest in collaborating with talented areas of the student
body.
"We reached out a lot to ORU Theater, ORU Dance and Art. A lot of the artwork
we had at
homecoming was done by art students on campus," Nicole said.
The teams SA assembles to throw each event is just as coordinated as the
organizing staff
Those responsible for how an event is run each have specialized roles. For
every event,
from Partiestival to Battle of the Bands, several meetings are held to make sure
every
member of the team knows their responsibilities backwards and forwards to ensure the
event goes as smoothly as possible.
"When an event happens, SA staff is typically there an hour or more
early to set
then
and
however
as
in
order to tear down, and after the event we
up,
stays
long
necessary
hold a debrief with staff," Nicole mentioned, describing the dedication of her team.
"We're pretty busy generally."
Needless to say, there is a lot riding on the shoulders of SA's team. Thanks to their
time, effort and dedication, countless memories are made every year at each of their
events-memories

to

be cherished for

utmost, and it hopes the student
it will throw in the future.

a

lifetime. At the end of the

body enjoys

day,

SA is

its years here and looks forward
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doing
to

its

the events

ORU's Student Association (SA) works
to ensure that each year is a safe
and fun environment for all students.

o

tirelessly

B
®

2017, since then she has risen

Nicole Voerman started

ronks

as

at

ORU in Fall

through

the

SA's head of programs.
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GRADUATION
A hard journey from

start to

finish,

but

an

experience

of

a

lifetime

Three years and five months, 53 classes, over 400 lectures, count
less hours of studying, summer classes and a global
pandemic makes for

interesting story of how we received our degrees. Some of us took
longer than four years, but whatever the case, we made it. Whether it
was our bachelors, masters or doctorate we
finally completed our long
awaited (and anticipated) goal.
Graduation this year was surreal, it felt like it was never going
to happen. Once the virus hit our lives were thrown out of
proportion.
For years we've seen photos, videos or even attended the ceremony, just
waiting for our turn. This year was so different than what we could have
envisioned, yet we were welcomed back all the same. SA, faculty and
staff were waiting for us with smiles (hidden behind a mask of course)
and kind words. Hooding was definitely an experience that none of us
were
expecting, though none of us really knew what to expect.
one

For the past four and a half months I was in California holed up
in my house. My social interactions consisted of my parents, my dog
(a
wonderful treat-loving chocolate labrador retriever) and my eccentric

best friend. To say my people skills had deteriorated would be an under
statement. To be back in Oklahoma, a place that had become my second
home, was a much needed change of pace. The second I walked in I was

greeted

with the

first time

from

same

we were on

happiness).

joy

and love that

campus.
I was able to

have all received since the

yes, at that point I almost collapsed
and talk with the professors and other

(And
see

ORU staff that I had missed oh
had become

we

so

much. I

saw some

of the

people

of my closest and best friends.
So when I'm asked about graduation, it wasn't what I

who

some

but it's what I needed. I needed

expected,

say "see you later" and "thank you"
to everyone who had made this campus home for me the
past three
years. So, ORU (faculty, staff, students and the campus) thank you, it was
an

(£)
®
©

your Editor-in-Chief. It was
and I can't wait to see what you do next.

honor

stories,

to

to serve as

an

honor

to

tell your

Donned with their cap, gown, hood and
tassel graduates eagerly await for their
official send off from ORU.
Confetti rained down on the gradu
ates as cheers and laughter resonated
throughout the Mabee Center.

Students celebrate their

degrees

in

falling

completed

confetti.
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LOVE AND CELEBRATIONI
ORU's

new

student

body president

ushers in

a new

era,

celebrating sustainability, diversity

and life

As the Student

Body President of Oral Roberts University, Aleah
LaForce created a platform that consisted of an atmosphere of celebra
tion in culture diversity, sustainability and life at ORU. LaForce con
veyed that students would be heard and hoped to communicate effec
tively and efficiently with the school administration.
ORU administration willingly worked with LaForce to accom
plish the goals of her term as Student Body President.
LaForce looks forward to the growth of culture diversity and the
implementation of the awareness of the mental health program in the
ORU counseling services.
"[Mental health issues] are so prevalent, not only in our com
munity as students, but in the nation and in the Christian community,"
LaForce shared.

Balancing the aspects of being SBP and being a full-time student
can be
challenging. The most stressful situation that LaForce faced was
the level of organization that is brought on with the responsibilities of
being the SBP. However, LaForce stated that "having people that she is
being held accountable for" increased her own capabilities to organize,
not only for herself, but for her position as well.
"The most rewarding aspect of the job is meeting new students."
commented LaForce. LaForce was surprised at the willingness of the stu
dents to approach her with their concerns. This part of the job brought
her joy because, as a person, she wants to make sure every encounter she
has with a student allows them to walk away feeling loved and appreci
ated.
LaForce strives

to

exude excellence in her

work life. She works to further the

culture of ORU and she desires
the

to

personal

life and in her

of student government in the
get the student body involved with

position

objectives.
hopes ORU students "feel overwhelming love and cel
ebration" throughout her leadership. She hopes after her term students
will feel like they were heard and have been communicated to efficiently
about their needs and concerns. LaForce hopes to set the foundation for
future candidacies after her time has passed at ORU.
new

LaForce
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Student Body President Aleah LaForce has
been a light to the students, providing joy
and fairness to those she meets.

�

Student Body Vice President Ganreft
Maddox has been a joy and Q beacon
everyorne me encounters.

to
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TAKING STEPS IN THE
RIGHT DIRECTION
In

a

position

to

do great

things,

Garrett Maddox

At any

school,

partners with Aleah LaForce

whether it be

in

leadership

to

make

a

positive impact outlasting his

time here

college, having a clear
students, staff and faculty is important.
At Oral Roberts University, for the 2019-2020 school year, Garrett Maddox,
a senior
computing and mathematics major, was Student Body Vice Presi
dent. His goal was to help bridge the
gap of communication while also sup
Student
porting
Body President, Aleah LaForce.
With the influx of meeting new people and the added responsibility
of being Vice President, Maddox stated that he, "wanted to make sure that
a

high-school

or

line of communication between the

all the details

efficiently

sorted out." For this reason, Maddox remained focused on
maintaining an atmosphere of communication within the student
were

government.
With the theme of the 2019-2020

Celebrate,"

Maddox aimed

presidential candidacy being

"Let's

implement and create a foundation of celebra
diversity, sustainability and life at ORU.
Creating this foundation would be "taking steps in the right direc
Maddox
said. While staying in agreement with the desires of ORU's
tion,"
to

tion for cultural

mission statement, Maddox wanted to end his term with a firm foundation so
that future candidates could easily build upon what the 2019-2020 candidacy

accomplished.
When asked about what he

enjoyed most about the position, Maddox
"thoroughly enjoyed meeting new people." As a result, he was able
to not only meet many department heads, but he was also able to meet
many
of the students on campus forming better relationships on campus.
"The most challenging aspect of the position is communication,"
Maddox said. For this reason, he explained that he was "very hyper-attentive"
about making sure that every individual or department working on a project
was
kept in the loop.
Throughout his candidacy, he hoped to provide students and faculty
the opportunity become a part of the diverse culture at ORU. These new
op
portunities included the expansion of the counseling center, the push for par
ticipation in missions and the preparation of the up and coming freshman.
He was excited to see the birth of these opportunities and also excited
to see how the student body engaged in the new initiatives. Maddox had a
clear mission for the future of ORU and he, along with the rest of the student
stated he

government,

was

excited

to see

how the foundation created would be built

upon in the future.
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ORU FOUND AROUND THE WORLD
A

unique experience abroad brings

Wenzhou, China,
addition of lO

University
dents

at

new

chose

DT

to

Club,

a

a

few Americans

city

with

Americans this
invest their

a

school

The students found that

perspective

on

work, life and culture

3,039,500 residents, experienced

summer.

the

Students from Oral Roberts

abroad

teaching English to stu
by ORU alum David Walling.
China's scenery was breath taking. Over

summers

run

a new

the

towering skyscrapers, the tops of mountains could be seen and the
tranquil next to the city.
The students participated in an interview process and were hired as
teachers for grades kindergarten through sixth. InJune they boarded flights
and made their way to Wenzhou, China to live and work. During their two
months overseas, they spent weeks preparing, practicing for class lessons,
learning new systems and getting to know one another all while being im
mersed in a completely new culture.
"I got off the plane [in Shanghai] and I remember thinking the line
is so long and its hot," HannahJones, sophomore health and exercise sci
ence major, commented. "Then
things got challenging as you realized wow,
no one spoke English."
Veterans to the experience Emily Pugh, senior elementary education
and special education, Katy Tucker, senior english language teaching in the
global classroom major and Hunter Horney, a senior international business
major, ventured on the trip as well.
Nanxi River flowed

"When I got to Wenzhou it felt like I had never left, I was so excited
go back," Pugh shared. "This group of ORU students was really special,
getting to build an amazing community and sharing the same passion to
to

learn and teach while
"I
more

excited

together
nese

was

it

pouring into the Chinese peoples' lives was so good."
definitely excited to see everyone, honestly I was probably

to see

was

very

them then

they

exciting,"

Tucker recalled.

were

to see me,

but

once we were

all

The teachers lived in apartments either alone or with other Chi
staff members during their time in Wenzhou. Opportunities to travel

the weekends

offered

the school

days held a regular routine.
8:30am until 9:00pm they worked averaging 9 classes per day.
The process of venturing from home and adapting to a new city for an ex
tended period of time was uncomfortable and stretching but seen as more
on

were

as

than worth it for these travelers.
"When I

really

started

connecting

worth it. I realized that for them

to

with the kids it

have fun I had

I

to

was

definitely

have fun. It

was

then

really saw our kids start to connect and grow," junior English language
teaching in the global classroom major Mary Meddaugh said.
"Letting myself relax and learning to have fun was one of the most re
warding parts."
"My favorite part of coming to China was definitely teaching.
Getting to connect with the kids and get to know them was amazing. One
day I had to review with Mary, and we created a whole new game with
a
song and everything it was so awesome to see the kids go along with it
FEATURES
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and

enjoy what we had made," Nichole Blessing, a senior english language
teaching in the global classroom major, shared.
Some classes brought challenges as they learned to navigate the students
speaking levels while adapting to distinct classroom management.
"There is always a lot of learning as you go, teaching last year was
different as I played a lot more games with the kids for my class whereas
this year, I had more vocab and a curriculum to follow," Horney said. "It
was great to work with Katy because I could share ideas with her.
Though
it was intimidating at times because we had kids from all different levels so
we made more of a
general plan for the summer that would work but could
be changed too."
Those with teaching experience offered vital help to the new hires
as they learned the ropes of DT club. They introduced them to new
ways
to overcome obstacles and achieve coveted hands-on experience.
"I worked with two other teachers that were education majors which
helped a lot. Being able to sit in on peoples' classes was really good as well
in helping me become more effective in the classroom," Jones said.
DT club strives to utilize a unique ESL, English as a Second Lan
guage, program to encourage its students in understanding and fluidity of
language from a young age.
Many

The well-established program has become notable across China.
Asian families seek out the school's summer and winter programs for

enrollment in

expectation

"There

was one

of

exciting

results.

class that knew

no

English

when I first started

teaching them," Tucker said. "By the end of the summer though they had
learned enough vocab to begin speaking and enjoying what they were
learning. The whole process was really rewarding."
For many of the teachers, the most difficult moment was saying
goodbye. Relationships quickly formed between co-workers and students.

promise of another
school year begins.
The

summer

in China is held close

to

hearts

as

the
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MY LIFE, MY SONG
IS A TESTIMONY
Alex

Haywood leaves

It is

a

legacy

that humble

surprise

no

Alex

is

of music and

community, proclaiming

beginnings

birth

a

testimony

some

in song that the lord is

of the

most

good.

brilliant talents.

well-known around ORU's campus and a voice even more
Haywood
recognizable thanks to the chapel stage. At nine years old Alex began playing the piano
and "messing around" with new music and his mother quickly saw a spark that she be
lieved could be something grand in the hands of the Lord.
"She seemed to know I had something in me. She pushed me to practice and
take voice lessons, at the time I didn't want to, but she knew what she was doing," Hay
wood shared. "She pushed me and motivated me to pursue music and she is the reason
I began this in the first place."
Alex's mom opened many doors for him throughout his childhood years and
soon, in only 7th grade, he was leading worship from a stage. Coming to ORU, Alex en
rolled as a worship arts major but soon found his passion wasn't in music theory or the
many technicalities involved. He made the decision to change his major to Public Rela
tions and Advertising with the goal of understanding another side of the music industry
a name

and how he could become

effective

most

ORU Live

as an

artist.

outlet to worship and share his gifts and talents
brought Alex
and
It
has
been the source of great joy as he has grown
community
beyond.
and found a lasting family with the team.
"The worship here at ORU and the community really has been the most impact
ful thing about my college experience," said Haywood. ''Aside from chapel and worship
nights, the team and my friends would come together and worship off-campus. Being
able to worship even just in someone's home was amazing .it brings us all together in a
a new

with this

..

.

"

umque way.

Many

lessons

learned

continues

through

the

ever-changing college
seasons.
one of the most
many opportunities,
significant lessons
he learned: choosing three priorities and focusing on those. Focusing on a few priorities
would be his advice to anyone struggling with time management or the inability to find
rest while in college.
"In college, especially a school like ORU, you can feel pressure to do everything. I was
told once to pick three things that are important to you, that you want to prioritize and
for me, that was school, ORU Live and being intentional with my friends and family,"
explained Haywood. "God brings so many opportunities, and he trusts you to decide
With

whether
his

legacy

as one

Alex shared

so

to say

Now,

are

yes

as a

no."

senior

will be:

grace and love
"I hope

or

reflecting

he choose

to

on

focus

his time
not on

campus, Alex shares his hopes for what
his own gifts and talents but the Lord's
on

moving through him believing there
people remember how good God is,

is

only

more

to come.

my voice or my talent, but
that it will be seen that confidence doesn't lie in what you can do but inJesus," shared
Haywood. "He is the source of everything, my joy and confidence. As I continue to

lead

My

people

life is

a

in

worship

I

testament to

want

this

them to be in

awe

not even

of who God is and how great he is.

goodness."
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COURTESY OF UPSPLASH

RIOTS AND "XENOPHOBIA"
Riots

plague

the streets and

shops

as

South Africa

fights against

extreme

unemployment

and immigration.

September 2019, in Johannesburg, South Africa, began with riots
and looting of shops targeted due to their foreign owners.
The riots lasted from Sept. 1 through Sept. 5 and at least seven
deaths were reported. Hundreds of people were arrested in the vio
lence. The xenophobic riots were said to have begun in relation to the
countries high unemployment rate which currently cites around 28%.
Xenophobia is defined as dislike or prejudice against people from other
countries.

While there
a

are

nation that is home

fewer than four million

to more

than 50 million

migrants in South Africa,
people, the attacks on

foreign shops plagued much of the September month. Law enforcement
officers responded with rubber bullets and tear gas.
President Cyril Ramaphosa condemned the violence, as reported
by the New York Times, calling the attacks "totally unacceptable" while
adding that xenophobia was "something that is completely against the
ethos that we as South Africans espouse."
Many of those targeted in the attacks, including fatal ones, were
Nigerians working in South Africa and stereotyped as criminals. Nigeri
ans also
protested outside South African stores in Lagos.
While many spoke out against the riots posting with the hashtag
#SayNoToXenophobia, a report by the African center for Migration &
Society, which has monitored attacks on foreigners in South Africa since
1994, called xenophobic violence a "longstanding feature in post-apart
heid South Africa."

Politicians

are

also blamed

by

some

for the riots

as

the effects of

many officials blaming immigrants for South Africa's problems.
The Times reported on the video and still images of the riots showing
streets

"covered in debris and burned

tires, with people carrying refrig

and

vending machines out of shops."
Many are simply calling for more strictly regulated immigration
and condemned the use of violence to achieve this. The hope is that one
day the two nations will be able to work together without the flame of
violence between them. While the riots calmed in the month of October,
the future is still questionable as to when a similar situation may arise in
erators

South Africa.
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Rioting

in South Africa left many buis

o

nesses

®

Attacks on foreign
tantly ransacked.

©

#SayNoToXenophobia was trending in
September as many spoke out against

destroyed

and fires

shops

buring.

were

consis

the violence.
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Jay Christiansen and Dylan Kulina
ilil their

skydiving

pose

gear.

STORY MEI-LI BUSSE

//

DESIGN ASHLEY BEAL

//

PHOTOS MYCHAELA BURRIS

PURPOSE IN THE PANDEMIC
Senior students have found

exciting

ways to make their final year memorable in the middle of

Seniors Jay Christiansen
when

andJames

Gonzalez

a

pandemic

were unaware

left campus in March of 2020 that they had experienced their
final week at Oral Roberts University under the state of normalcy they

they

The seriousness of COVID-19 grew during the following
months and an increased concern for safety brought up questions about

were

used

whether

to.

they

would

return

in person to

Christiansen and Gonzalez refused
mind-sets
ued

to

finding

be

compromised

new

ways

to

that their final semesters

even

their senior year.
allow their optimistic

complete

amidst

to

uncertainty

and have contin

advance their engagement at ORU and
at ORU would be memorable.

ensure

Christiansen's 23rd

surprise birthday celebration provided an op
portunity to create one lasting memory. The friends traveled to Skiatook,
Oklahoma's Airtight Skydiving center for a daring adventure. Although
skydiving may be unrealistic as a weekly occurrence, they still were able
to enjoy their semester in other ways.
Longboarding on Riverside, play
ing football on campus, riding Tulsa's lime electric scooters around town
and starting pickup basketball games at the Gathering Place were a few
of their favorites.

Additionally, the season pushed them to seek more intentional
relationships with Christ. One way they nurtured community is through
an 8 am Bible
Study that they called, "Monday Morning Reminder."
"It serves as a reminder for us to go and be a light throughout
FEATURES
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the week

by grounding

ourselves in the word and with

prayer,"

Gonzalez

stated.

Furthermore, with the political unrest, racial conflicts, and global
pandemic, both Christiansen and Gonzalez came to fully recognize the
value of their relationships with God and with the individals in their
lives.
week

experiences

conversations

have in

or

with

we

Monday Morning Reminder each
dorm room, to jumping out of a

of

our

of my best friends it's made me realize that we need
another and the only way we can get through what is in front of us

plane
one

"From the small

some

is

by leaning on God and leaning on the ones that God has placed in our
lives to go through life together with," Christiansen commented.
Even despite new regulations including social distancing and
mask requirements, they were able to further develop existing connec
tions and form

new ones.

"The fact that
it will

change

and how

we

the

we wear

things

that

masks doesn't

we

behave," Gonzalez

do, but it

change who
doesn't change

is where

allow the

to

strengthen them in character
the path set before them.

cumstances to

"I believe God has

they're

at

right

who

Maybe

we are

said.

Christiansen and Gonzalez chose
them from

we are.

unprecedented

cir

and faith rather than deter

purpose behind everything and every person
when they need to be," Christensen stated.
a

Christensen and Gonzalez continue

to

seek out

of their final year with the knowledge that God's
is in play throughout their lives regardless of the
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positive aspects

plan

has been and still

state

of the World.
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ASHTON STAFFORD
Asthon Stafford works hard

ORU has

something

to create

for

worthwhile for

a

time such

as

this

variety. Whether it comes
from activities on campus, missions and outreach, study abroad, or the
composition of the student body, there is always a multitude of engaging
things to be involved in and interesting people to meet. One such per
son, junior Ashton Stafford, is involved in several on-campus activities
and programs. As a cinema, television and digital media major, Stafford
has a very busy schedule. Recently, he's been shooting short films.
"It's a very involved process," Stafford noted. "Mine was the sec
ond to shoot, so I had to get the writing done, locations figured out, and
scheduling determined for each person in my group plus the cast
reputation

a

diversity

and

members."
Each student works in

group and has their own ten-minute
short film produced by the other members of the group. In this manner,
each student gets a chance at playing different roles: gaffer, producer,

cinematographer, etc.
"I really liked being

a

cinematographer," Stafford mentioned. "It
was the director's film, but he was
open to new things. I was able to sug
gest things, like 'what if we tried this shot?' or 'how about this angle?'. It
allowed

a

be pretty creative."
Those involved in the production of student films know how in
me to

volved the process is. During the shooting process, students have a lot of
equipment to haul. Cameras and lighting rigs are stored in the student
media

in the

department

shoot students

trucks, drive

to

must move

the

academic of

schedules of

set

again
is,

majors.

so

when it's time

to

all their materials from the basement

location,

the process
"The stereotype

completing
most

LRC,

in

up their

equipment,

to

and shoot before

reverse.

and in ways it's true, that cinema isn't the
What many don't realize is that we rely on the

lot of other

people to do our homework," Stafford said of
his workload. "I've definitely put in some twelve-hour days."
In addition to these feats of academic involvement, Stafford also
has a hand in student council as an event coordinator, is actively in
volved at his church, and can often be found operating the boom camera
during chapel.
''After college, I plan to stay in Tulsa. There are a lot of smaller
things filmed here, like commercials, where I can start on a small scale
and work my way up in the industry." Ashton is also a strong advocate
for non-CTDM majors to be actors in the student films of future years.
"It's a really fulfilling thing to work on," Stafford was quick to say. "I en
courage people to get involved. If anyone is thinking about auditioning
in upcoming years, go for it. Get involved and be a part of the experi
a

"

ence.
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CENITHA LANGINBELIK

FROM CRYSTAL WATERS TO THE
MID-WESTERN BIBLE BELT
Riots

plague

the streets and

shops

as

South Africa

fights against

extreme

unemployment

and

immigration.

Cenitha

Langinbelik, a mission hearted Elementary Education
major, was immediately drawn to Oral Roberts University after hearing
its mission statement. Along the central Pacific Ocean is an island she
calls her home, The Republic of Marshall Islands.
"When I heard ORU sends students
the

earth,

to

the uttermost bounds of

I wanted to

join in," said Langinbelik.
Langinbelik speaks both English and Marshallese. Langinbelik
expects to be prepared by ORU for the future ministry she envisions.
"Right now, I am studying elementary education with a concen
tration of ELL. You know, English Language Learner. I want to use
that as a platform to enter countries and preach the Word of God," said

Langinbelik.
Coming to the Bible Belt from a remote tropical island is no easy
transition. Langinbelik is ever learning the American culture and shares
one of the most
important qualities of her own, the strong sense of
unity and togetherness among the people of the Island.
"We have this thing called "epindo." In English, it means to
getherness. We have each other's backs and we are always helping each
other. We have line dancing, but it is completely different in America,
and we do not celebrate the Thanksgiving holiday there," she shared.
"We do have

diversity on the Island. We have Marshallese, Amer
icans, Chinese predominantly but we have an array of Islanders as well.
Just as the US does. When I came here I noticed there is also diversity in
this school," said Langinbelik.
Island jewelry is always in vogue. Marshallese commonly and cre
atively use various natural artifacts to hand-make fashion trends. All the
while, Marshallese are known for being the 'kings of canoeing,' and they
are most
commonly found treading the dazzling waters of the Pacific.
Women and

men

hold what is known

work outside of the home while

within the home. What

women care

distinguishes gender

concept of inheritance.
"Their daughters

are

going

to

as

traditional roles. Men

for the

roles in the Island is the

inherit the land.

woman's function. The land and the property she
her kids," said Langinbelik.
The Island climate is

responsibilities

beautifully

inherits, along

consistent and
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Ownership

adjusting

is the

with

to new

climates
can

be in

be

daunting for anyone. As unpredictable as the weather
Oklahoma, Langinbelik unsurprisingly had something to say

can

about it.
"I do not like the weather! The

day Sunny. Then, the next is rainy,
said Langinbelik.
As Langinbelik continues to
intends

Islands,

next

then

day

humid,

build her

is

cold, and the

and then it is

experiences

at

next

windy in,"

ORU, she

go wherever God calls her. Whether it be back home to the
China, or South Africa, where her heart continually pulls her.

to
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THE FACES BEHIND THE MISSION
The heart and vision of the missions department is grown and fostered by the head leadership
as they work to raise up missionaries for the Tulsa
community and beyond

names

sions

If anyone participates in ORU missions they'll get to know the
Andrea Hyre and Sam Kyle very well. The Tuesday night mis

meetings

Kyle are the
in charge of

become

second home

a

to

ORU

students, and Hyre and

masterminds behind the missions program. Hyre has been
the missions program for a few years, and Kyle is one of the

administrative assistants. The directors each have

unique story of how
they came to ORU and the people who influenced them along the way.
"I came in 201l.
there's not a lot of people from the Northeast
here. But my home church had a lot of graduates, so I kind of heard
about it through them," shared Hyre.
a

..

A lot of churches
ence

people

ent ways,

"I

across

to venture to

and

Hyre

came over

ORU.

America have ORU alumni that influ

People get

became the director in

here in 2016

as one

their job

positions

in differ

a rare

process.
of their assistant

directors, and

year we had quite a bit of transition. Augustine moved over to
tuallife and by nature, I took over the director role," said Hyre.
one

spiri

It would be

challenging for anyone to take over as the main man
ager within a year, however, Hyre took the job head-on, and the missions
department is prospering. The director role of the missions department
is equally challenging and rewarding. Many of the challenges come with
a new
group of missions participants.
"Because we start out the year especially with students who don't
know what they're getting themselves into, and they are changing with
the Lord or seeing him in a new and insightful way different they might
have," explained Hyre.
Every head manager needs their personal staff, and Sam Kyle is
one of the assistant directors. The assistant directors often help coordi
nate with the contacts in foreign countries for missions and have various
other tasks and responsibilities.
"It's been a been a really neat experience, just being pushed in
administrative work but then also learning to help establish a vision and
mission and to accomplish a goal," shared Kyle.
Both Kyle and Hyre are the minds behind the missions depart
ment

and

are

the head

overseers to

make

sure

the vision is exectued

smoothly throughout the year. Kyle personally finds
to be the most rewarding part of the whole job.

student interaction

"One of my favorite parts is to be with students and interact with
students, staff or student leaders with the members on the team," said

Kyle.

People are the ultimate heart and goal of the missions depart
ment. Hyre and Kyle both find student interaction rewarding, and they
love seeing students grow spiritually throughout the year.
Bringing people to Christ is the highest vision of the missions depart
ment, and Hyre and Kyle are raising the missionaries who will do it.
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THE CASE OF

QUARANTINE
Trying

times

brought unexpected endings

to

her senior year, but

Rejoice Christisking makes

the

most

of confinement and finds freedom within herself

COVID-19

spiked in numbers mid-March, becoming a serious threat for the everyday
American. Once spring break ended this year, no one returned to
campus. After an email of
the campus isolation policy and official shut down,
many people had mixed feelings. Though
there

free time, much of it would be spent alone.
ORU's closing did not evacuate the campus, so a fraction of the students

was more

stayed.

Secu

rity heightened, major buildings shut-down, and most students self-isolated in their rooms. The
campus was dead with only a few more weeks left of the semester.
Senior double-major in Drama, TV, Media, and
Convergence Journalism Rejoice Chris
tisking never abandoned ship. It turned out that living on campus had benefits of its own.
"This was funny. Everything that could not happen before was
happening now. We had
our

Sodexo

our

pajamas.

accounts

This

refilled,

could take

made all these

pandemic

Those small benefits

we

out

from the cafeteria and

things,

that

as

students

we

now

could go

to

class in

wanted, possible."

only small percentage of the positive she experienced dur
ing quarantine and social distancing. For Rejoice, quarantine was revitalizing and helped her
grow in unexpected ways. It was an impeccable time for rest and reset with her transition to
were

a

graduate school on the horizon. As a senior looking forward to graduation, she moved beyond
disappointment and allowed quarantine to revive her strength as this chapter of her life came
to

a

close.

"[I thought] wow is this really happening? I was disappointed at first. I had to face pains
and personal issues that I normally would be too busy to address. The Lord
taught me how to
cry. I learned the importance of loving myself and started the journey. That was huge," said
Christisking.
These lessons from God helped her see the benefit of isolation. Life had a
way of
drowning and distracting her from valuing herself beyond her accomplishments.
"The revelation really hit. It was simple things. The things like
treating myself to Java
and not being ashamed of who I was," she commented. "The Lord said be
yourself. I didn't
know how

to

handle that. Who was?"

She realized she

was

ashamed of how loud her

laugh

was

and how much of

a

straight

shooter and honest person she was. These unique traits made her uncomfortable but after the
process of self-acceptance, she unburied them.
"He showed

that I

that

speaks the truth as it is. Take it or leave it. Love me
or hate me. I'm cut
right to the chase," noted Chrisisking.
Quarantine brought Rejoice a chance to prepare for the next stage of her academic ca
reer. And with more time for
creativity, she discovered ways she could sharpen her videography,
editing, and polish her resume.
"I am preparing materials such as creating editing reels,
acting reels, and journalism
reels. Including other materials for friends and people to see," expressed
Christisking. "It has
been an impeccable time. I don't wish to treat it as trash but an expensive
jewel that is price
less.

me

am one

"

By honoring the time
benefit and inner growth.

in

quarantine, Rejoice

used
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a

time of

uncertainty

and fear for her
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STORY ASHLEY BEAL, MYCHAELA BURRIS & FAITH WILSON
DESIGN ASHLEY BEAL / / PHOTOS CHRIS HUMPHREY AND UNSPLASH

A DAY IN THE LIFE
OF AN EDTIOR
Based
A

in the life of

on

real

events

editor can't be put it in exact words, but
we
hope that this gives you some insight into the pure chaotic energy
that we radiated 24/7 while creating this book. Each day is filled with

day

an

and

editing articles, interviewing for new projects and planing
for the next one. The day of an editor is full of work but also fun, and
this is a glimpse into that fun.
Ashley's day typically starts with a cup of iced coffee and an early
morning class. By 10:30 a.m. she is in the Student Publications office
beginning her day's work. She readies the office by plugging in string
lights and turning on a soundtrack from a broadway musical. Then the
editing begins as she looks at articles that have already been processed
by Mychaela, the copy editor.
Around 11 a.m. her assistant Faith comes in and begins her daily
rants. While half-listening Ashley moves on to designing new pages for
the book. Around 11 :45 a.m. Ashley, Faith, Nina and AI head out of the
office to grab some lunch before their 12:35 p.m. class with Professor
Labash (one of her personal favorites too, Broadcast News).
After class in LRC 1 ends for the day, Faith, Ashley and whoever
is in the Student Publications office piles into Ashley's personal office.
Work gets done between telling stories, recounting a funny Mr. Labash
story and watching episodes of Brooklyn Nine-Nine. In need of a break
from editing, a few of the yearbook staff leave in Ashley's car and head
to Rose Rock, a locally owned ice cream shop.
Mychaela's editing day its different. She has a weird class and
work schedule meaning she doesn't have as much time down in the of
fice, but somehow she still gets her editing done. She sends the articles
off to Ashley for her approval before getting a new group of articles to
complete that evening. On the rare occasions that she has some time, she
spends it piled in Ashley's office laughing at Faith's rants and listening
to whatever music is currently being played. She's usually tired and busy
but grateful for the small out-ings that bond the staff together. Piled in
the car with one or two too many people they play music and talk over
one another before getting some much-needed fuel for the coming work
night.
Another day begins and Ashley has a full day of classes with cha
pel from 10 a.m. until 6 p.m. Ashley evenutally heads into the office for
the weekly Wednesday work night. After having zero time for a break all
day, she opens a pack of trail mix and begins the seemingly never-ending
work. With music playing in the background and with the office door
closed she can finally begin work for the night. She starts off checking
the ladder and Trello (our way to track who's doing what and whether
writing
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it's

in progress or late) the editing begins. She fixes minor errors in
articles that were missed in the first round of editing so they are finally

done,

ready

be put into the

design templates.
Carefully stitching together the InDesign files, Ashley begins
picking color schemes, fonts, design layout, choosing photographs, cap
tions and of course making sure every byline is correct. Around 6:45
p.m. most of the staff is in the office chatting and exchanging interesting
stories from their days. 7:05 p.m. and everyone's ready to work. Inter
mittently checking on the staff and talking with Faith, the work night is
well underway for Ashley. The night shift continues on, the only distrac
tion thus far is Megan's odd thoughts and the occasional check-in from
ORU's security team. The night continues and doesn't end for her until
around 9:30 or 10. Finally, after a long day, Ashley locks up the offices
and ends her day making dinner and watching a National Geographic
documentary.
Ashley and Faith typically show up to meetings an hour early,
talking about their days and how best to motivate the staff. Work nights
never seem like work because the staff has become a family. Ryan's one
liners, Meg's love for The Rock and Mychaela's "Oh my gosh"-es make
work nights blow by quickly. Al Graham, station manager of KORU
often pops in on meetings.
Mychaela normally rolls into the work meeting late due to hav
ing a class that interferes with the meeting time. She works on editing all
throughout the week as people turn in their work, trying to keep up with
the new additions and occasionally writing articles of her own.
She pushes her way into Ashley's already full office and finds a
spot on the floor or the edge of a chair to talk with the other editors.
They talk through new projects, explore ideas for new articles
and interesting ORU people to interview. Depending on the day, she
shows up to meetings mainly to get updates from Ashley and Faith,
listen to Pierce's "dad jokes" and laugh at Ryan's one-liners before ask
ing if anyone wants to pile in the Prius for a late-night coffee run. Ev
eryone then returns and works through the late hours. HannahJones,
Mychaela's roommate and honorary yearbook groupie, usually makes an
to

appearance as well to work on her own homework and share new music
during their coffee runs. The office is one of Mychaela's favorite places.

always rigorous but the people make it light-hearted and
constantly remind her why she joined in the first place.
A day in the life of an editor is spontaneous. It does not con
form to a specific pace or schedule. We work to create memories for the
ORU student body. Without our team, we would have never been able
to make this book. We hope you enjoy it as much as we enjoyed making
it for you. Not many people realize we're here, but we want you to know
that we're always here. Telling your stories and showcasing all of you.
We hope that one day you will look back and smile on our little book
of memories. This year did not end how we wanted or expected it to,
but there was not much we could do about it, we love you all. Enjoy this
little slice of joy, from us to you.
The work is
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2020 PORTRAITS

James Adamski

Alecia Addison

Valentina Alvarez

Sarah Anderson

Philemon Ash

Sabrina Aumiller

PORTRAITS
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Deidra

Aguilar

Madison Arkless

Mercy

Babo

Olubukunmi Akinremi

Darian

Kara-Jo

Arroyo

Barger

Anders Barton

Bishoff

Lauren Blair

Sofia Bolivar

Joshua Borger

Joshua Braun

Lakin Brown

Lexi Brown

Necoe Brown

Chloe Busse

Sydney

Alejandro

Camacho

Gladys
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Chen

Harrison Blake

Lorena

Broges

She Erar Brunson

Jeremy Christiansen

PORTRAITS

Rejoice ChristisKing

Alejandro

Elliot

Csipkes

Dos Santos

Mackenzie Cook

Matthew Daniels

Harry Eddy

I

I

Thiago

Contreras

Rachel Ciriaco

66

PORTRAITS
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Braden

Clapp

Alyzsa Crosby

Laura Del

Ashlyn

Angel

Edwards

Faron Cole

Manuel Cruz

Dominique

Dinh

Keyara Edwards

Trai Elliott

Thaiza Ellis-Vorabouth

Daniel Farias-Alvarez

Annalicia Felicien

Epiphany

Foster

Courtney Gardner

Emily

Franklin

Simona Gatto

Carlos

Esquivel

Omar Farfan

Jonathan Finley

Kevin Foendoe

Jessica Garbrah

Rebeckah Garcia

Hana Gebrie

Abigail

Geis

PORTRAITS
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William

Gipson

Yasmine Gomez

Rachel

Mikayla

PORTRAITS

Gray

Hamilton

Kara Glassman

Rebecca Gleason

Lauren Gomez

James Gonzalez

Josue Gonzalez

Kevin Goodman

Crosse

Greggory

Serenity Harper
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Allan Guerrero

Joshua Harrison

Kylie

Halter

Melissa Herman

Agibola

Hoff

Jacob Hornel

Wesley

Houts

Michael Huene

Nathan Irwin

Kayleigh Jackson

Joseph Jurkovich

Ethan Kaste

Sara Keno

Samuel Khai

Patricia Kliver

Caleb
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Knorpp

Jacob Huene

Gabriel

Jaggernauth

Bridgette

Kent

Rachel Knowles

PORTRAITS

Jack

Koszykowski

Davon Lee

Aleah LaForce

Jedidiah

Deborah Laker

Lilley

CiCi

T atianna Lowman

Alyse Manley

Abigail

Victoria Masso

Raul Mota

PORTRAITS
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Long

Martin

Erica Mathis

Jackson Land

Tyler Loupe

Cierra Marvin

Victoria

Mayes

Sherard

Alyssa

McAlpine

Mckenzie

Katie

McCoy

Madeline

Mctigue

Josue Medina

Caleb Mendoza

Sarah Mitchell

Kathryn

Moder

Matungulu

McFarland

Mary Meddaugh

Lauren

Pia

Meyer

Monagan

Guy McGuire

Paul

Meddaugh

Kyle Milroy

Nolan Monnier

PORTRAITS
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Jessica Moore

Malarie Morales

Anna Mueller

Adam

Muly

Danny Najera

Frans

Nap

Daniel David Nieto

Charles Ninde

PORTRAITS
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Micah

Moseley

Isaac

Muly

Augustine Mpemba

Mitchelle

Mwangi

Hannah Nelson

Stuart Nelson

William Oluwadare

Francine Orlean

Stephen

Ottaviano

Alejandro

Palomo

Grant Pisachubbe

Joyce Powell

Rachel Richardson

Rebekah Roberts

Sterling

Zoe Rubottom

Sarah Rummage

Steven Parkhill

Kaywana

Isaac

Reece

Rowaiye

Nyafriday
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Rundial

Keenan Penn

James Reib

Joshua Rubio IV

Landon

Ryden

PORTRAITS

Jason Salvato

Gabriel Sanches

Kani Santee

Daniel Shahwan

Matthew Simonson

Makaela Skinner

Joshua Snyder

Marissa

Swearnigen

Sarah

Spencer

Anna Christine

Taylor

PORTRAITS
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Kailey

Stettler

Jasmine

Taylor

Arianna

Seigel

Garret Smith

Jackson Stewart

Glory Thomas

T riztan

Thompson

Sarah Valcarcel

Leslie

Vargas

Pearl Walters

Keaton Tillack

Rachel Tvedt

Dillon Valencia

Mikayla Vanderwege

Michael Vandusen

Anthony Varner

Maddie Vasek

Joel Visser

Sierra Wells

Yon Wen

Kaylee

Watson
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Jessica Wildman

Elizabeth Wilke

Natalie Wilkinson

Karley Wills

Jamaria Wilson

Joshua Wilson

Atalie Winfred

Chaewoon Yoo

Emily Young

Shae Zalenski
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DORM LIFE IN THE 70S
ORU's dorms and campus life's evolvement
Oral Roberts

University began

in 1965

as a

over

the years

private

liberal

arts

institution, with an enrollment of 303 students. By its dedication on
April 2, 1967, the university had eight futuristic, and geometric-inspired

buildings

stationed

on

its 420-acre campus.

The

high-rise dormitory buildings met high-rise enrollment of
fresh-faced freshmen, anxious and exasperated by the daunting regis
tration process. Its artistic and strategically designed brother and sister
wings were established, dorms capable of housing only 160 students
each, compared to the 600 max capacity today.
The vision behind the University's tri-winged buildings intended
to reflect the Trinity. Claudius Priscilla Roberts Hall and Ellis Melvin
Roberts Hall (EMR) were completed between 1965-1967 and Ellis Mel
vin Roberts Hall differentiated from its sister-wing with walls made of
concrete blocks as opposed to sheetrock. It had two elevators instead of
one, and laundry which charged students per use in the basement in
stead of each floor.
The

following

towers were

added

over

the

next

decade: Frances

Cardone

Hall, Michael Cardone, Sr. Hall, Susie Vinson Hall, and Wes
ley Leuhring Hall. Michael, the twin of Frances, linked the male dorms
fishbowl, but after the 1970s era Wesley converted to Susie north, the all
women's

building it is known as today.
Dormitory brother and sister wings were characterized by the
sheer love of close-knit community in the 70s. Theocracy and alliances
were shown, due to the
wings pushing events together frequently.
One great element that vanished over the years was semester
retreats coed groups could attend. Brother-sister wing retreats happened

seasonally. Surrounded by lakes, rivers, and relaxation, the students en
joyed a week of leisure after weeks of hard work.
Events and social gatherings pushed unity and individual sensitiv
ity to all dorm residents. Affinity and Youngblood were formed, having
been the familiar wings throughout the 70s; even the name signified this
desire of unity and a close bond with brother wings.
Students are encouraged to live on campus and continue to nur
ture these bonds. Many students would consider their time living in the
dorms to have been a highlight of their time at ORU.
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Michael Cardone Hall mid construction in 1976.
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DAVID WALLING:
WHERE ARE THEY NOW?
Humble

and

beginnings

unexpected

turns

brought

one

ORU alum

to

land

across

the world

Each

morning David Walling, fondly known as DT, wakes up to a view he never expected
to see when
living in Tulsa, Oklahoma and attending Oral Roberts University. Walling now runs
an
English as a Second Language (ESL) school in Wenzhou, China, founded 10 years ago by
Walling and a small group of unlikely friends.
DT came to ORU from Brick, New Jersey. His pastor had introduced DT to Oral Roberts
and encouraged him to apply. Through an
unlikely miscommunication DT expected to be attend
ing school in Pennsylvania but found out, after driving halfway here, he was enrolled in a Tulsa
University having never been to Oklahoma. DT worked hard and became involved in a variety
of on-campus groups including leading outreaches, missions and floor
leadership. If there was a
signup list attached one could assume David Walling would be written among the list.
Working multiple full-time jobs and pulling on any scholarship opportunities possible to
remain enrolled, Walling was unrelenting in his desire to
pursue something meaningful, but mov
ing to China and teaching English wasn't his original expectation. DT began in China working as
a tutor for students. He then worked in Korea
moving back and forth to China hoping one day to
live there permanently. He continued to work relentlessly trying to make
enough money to payoff
student debt and provide enough to remain in the country. Odd jobs, including renting out
apart
ment space to anyone willing to
became
DT's
pay,
day-to-day.
"I wasn't ready for the real world, especially overseas. Alone you become lost, but I was
lucky to have people supporting me along the way. For a while I made about $20 a day, just
enough to stay in my apartment and survive," commented DT.
In 2007 DT moved to Wenzhou, China, a city with only 200 foreigners. A close
group of
friends emerged and soon the few began brainstorming ideas for businesses to sell
everything from
mechanical parts to hats, from China, around the world. The small businesses lost over $35,000
USD in just a few years. One night Walling was engulfed working on another one of these ideas
when he heard the Lord

school, DT Club

as

it

more

came

to

clearly than he ever had before.
be known, in its entirety.

He revealed the

plan

for the

"God told me, "Do what I tell you to do. None of these other businesses will be successful
in doing what you want to do." The entire vision for DT club came into my mind and I wrote so
fast

to

get it all down," shared DT. DT Club opened in January of 2009,

couldn't be called

a

school because it

"For six months

of

made

was

denied

a

at

the time the program

license.

profit of $38 a piece, with 3 of us being paid. But we
debt and were able to pay back Kelly's mom [the only investor]," explained DT.
The unique curriculum has proven effective and brought unprecedented acclaim
we

a

got
and

out

no

the school's programs, staff and students many of whom compete around the
country
in English competitions. DT Club has grown into a program hosting thousands of students over
the years with a waiting list superseding all expectations. "We want to continue to open more DT
clubs around China, one in every city. We hope to be a beacon of hope for those who want to

toriety for

lasting relationships while doing it," said DT.
DT Club continues to give back to their community as well, providing scholarships and
donating to charities including children's hospitals and orphanages. The lasting impact of this
school can already be seen around the world as students have graduated and gone on to study in
the United States and in well-known programs around Asia. This program will only continue to
grow and emerge as a light for a nation across the world.
learn

English

and create
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THE PROFESSOR FROM

ANOTHER TIME
Mark Labash has been

at

ORU since the 1970s and he's put his heart and soul into his craft and students

Professor Labash is

45 year here at Oral Roberts
University. During that time he's gone from being a student, staff mem
ber and now is faculty. He inspires his students in all that he does, and
his love of

celebrating

is shown

teaching

greatly through

clear love for his students. Born and raised in

the

quality of his work and
Pittsburg, PA, Labash is

tough cookie to crack, but on the inside he's softer than a marshmal
low. Upon walking into his office you experience one of two emotions,
chaos or admiration, though occasionally both. Decorated with electron
ics of the last 50 years, books on audio, television, large filing cabinets,
the occasional plant (it's unclear whether these are real or not), as well as
penguin and steelers paraphernalia, his office is anything but dull. Just
one

like the office he is often found

in, Labash

is chock-full of stories and

adventures from another time.

Labash has

child,

always

and tries his best

that the Lord has

to

loved

help

people, despite

his students feel

his insecurities
secure

as a

in their abilities

them. He

always has advice for his students but
the resounding one is, "be secure in yourself, get as close to the Lord
as you can
So have faith
get because the Lord will give you security
in him, rest in him, and have faith in yourself." Getting to talk to him
is often one of the best parts of my day, between the classes and being
Labash's unofficial TA, I see him five days a week. It's always interesting
to learn new things about production (audio and television). He believes
in me and my work, even when I don't. It's easy to feel accepted and
comfortable around him, despite his towering height. I know many of
the students in our major feel the same way as well. One of the things

given

...

that makes Labash

an

effective teacher is the effort that he puts into his

classes and students.
"I try to put

to

I can, I want them
feel comfortable." Labash commented. "We live in a very competi

tive

society

as

and that

demons that I

fight

much into

Audio,

Intro

to

as

make you very nervous. Nerves
in all of my students."
can

Some of the classes the
to

[my students]

Television,

professor

resides

over

Field Production and

are one

of the

includes Intro

Editing

as

well

any kids of my own,

so

you guys

as

Broadcast News.
"It's easy to love the
are my children."
"I like

kids, I don't have

and it's easy to teach something that you love,
and what I try to do is I try to communicate that love of production to
you guys. Because production is a lot of fun, I think most of our kids in
our major are creative, they like to create."

,
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THE DEDICATED ARTS PROFESSOR
Laura Holland has directed

over

lOO theatre

productions

over

her

40-year

career

at

ORU

Most

people retire after at least thirty years on the job, however,
some find their
job so fulfilling that they choose to stay longer. Laura
Holland is one of those exceptional individuals and has dedicated nearly
her entire

career to

and Visual Arts

degree

ORU. Holland is the Chair of the

Theatre, Dance

Department. Holland received her undergraduate
teaching from ORU, but she was not always inter

in theater and

ested in

a career

"I

in the arts.
the

of Nebraska my freshman year, and
from there I had a strong encounter with Christ. I turned my life
around," shared Holland. After Holland's encounter she transferred to
went to

University

ORU and committed herself

to her new

major. Holland came from a
of major, her family gave her a

practical family, and due to her choice
hard time. "My family told me you can go into the theater field but
you
have to get a teaching job so you can eat. The reason I
it
is
that
pursued
I can't be happy doing anything else," said Holland.
Holland counsels art majors on how to explain their passion to
their families. The College of Arts and Cultural Studies has
expanded
over
the
under
Holland's
"We
now
have
24 full
greatly
years
guidance.
time faculty members, and 30 programs. I watched it grow from three
faculty members," explained Holland. According to Holland, the the
program found its niche in the 70s, then theater and media blended
together in the 80s. The multiple expansions caused more faculty to be
ater

hired,
but

and the program has prospered since then.
The college originally did not have a theater

one

of Holland's

goals

was to

offer

a

degree option,
(BFA)
a
professional degree

Bachelor of Fine Arts

through the program. "It is a real edge, it is called
because you have to study 65% in your own field before you go out into
the

industry," shared Holland.
The college now offers BFA tracks in studio art,
graphic design
and multiple other venues. Holland's hard work does not go
unrecog
nized, and she has given thanks to her faculty for the success of her
deapartment. "I have a fantastic faculty. I believe that we really like
to work with each other, and really respect one another," noted Hol
land. Holland does not plan on retiring anytime soon and plans to stick
around at least until the new theatre department opens in 2022.
fA\ Lauro Holland works to create memo
\.tY rable productions for all students.

COVID-19

brought

some

changes

for

® the theatre deportment, but Holland still
wroked with her team to
productions to the stage.

©

Students

perform

in front

bring great
of their peers.
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The City of Faith glitters in the sunlight,
the praying hands stand tall out front.
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A group of

nurses

for prayer before

and
a

a

doctor

procedure.
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THE SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
ORU's Medical School

During

of

was a source

the late 1970s and into the

pride

for many years

1980s, ORU

had its

own

medical program for a total of 11 years. Ralph Bushong, an ORU alum
nus, graduated in 1987 with a B.S. in Biology. Bushong was a student in
the program for one semester. "I was actually chosen as an alternative,
then they offered me a slot," said Bushong. "The acceptance rate was

just 10%, the class size was 50 students and 500 applied."
Bushong was in the last year of the program during the fall of
1988, and he noted that ORU's medical faculty were known to be self
less and offered help to the students. "The teachers were really cool and
very dedicated to the students. They were very hands-on and had an
open-door policy," noted Bushong.
One of the former faculty members from the school still lives in
Tulsa, Dr. W. Daniel Cogan. Dr. Cogan was an administrative dean at
the school starting in 1980. Cogan's level of responsibilities included a
variety of different types of student focus.
"I was in charge of student programming, the registrar for the
medical school, and I managed continuing education for the program.
Also, I organized the clinical rotations for the third and fourth-year
medical students," shared Cogan.
According to Cogan after two years of intense classroom aca
demia, the medical students would go on to clinical rotations for their
last two years. Cogan would counsel the fourth-year students on what
type of doctoral discipline they wished to pursue in their residency train
mg.

Oral

Roberts, however,

agree to have these students
facilities.
to

"He realized

by

had

a

difficult time

participate

getting

local

in clinical rotations

1979 that he wasn't

hospitals

at

their

getting cooperation from the
hospital.' Thus, the
our
graduating class in

hospitals in the area so he said 'I'll build my own
City of Faith opened in 1981 and just in time for
1982," according

to

Cogan.

City Plex Towers, became the
primary clinical site for medical students. The school's rigorous curricu
lum allowed students to be well-prepared for their residency programs.
The medical school, sadly, would not last forever. President Rob
erts closed it down in 1989 due to financial hardships.
"Oral Robert's ministry had undergone a series of financial
losses in the previous several years, and that resulted in not being able to
sustain a new and developing medical school as well as a huge medical
center complex like the City of Faith," said Cogan.
The medical school successfully graduated a total of nine classes,
nearly 450 physicians, before shutting its doors. ORU still has a re
nowned pre-medical undergraduate program that will prepare students
The

City

of

Faith,

now

known

as
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THE GILDED AGE
"Architecture is the

thoughtful making

of

space."

-Louis Kahn

Golden arches stand tall. Mirrored windows shimmer in the
is

Every building

designed

after

a

biblical

structure or

Priscilla Roberts Hall and Ellis Melvin Roberts Hall

sunlight.

idea. Claudius

are

representatives

of the three parts of the trinity. The Graduate Center and the Learning
Resource Center after Solomon's temple. The architect of ORU ensured
that
last

everything
over

on

campus represent

something, something

that would

millennia.

So

it

far,

has, through tornado

thunderstorms these

season, torrential rains and

heavy

still stand

buildings
proud. As many already know,
City of Faith was once a part of the ORU campus, but what some may
not realize is that the lower floors with the mirrored bronze effect were
designed after

Noah's ark. Architecture is such

lives, whether

or

huge part

of people's

they realize it, that's up to the viewer.
buildings on our campus were designed and imagined

not

Most of the

by

a

Tulsa architect Frank Wallace. He understood and wanted others

to

understand that the

office
art to

buildings we live in today aren't just for classes or
space, but they are art. Architecture combines mathematics and
create the world we live in today.
Every day I walk around the campus I find something new.

Staircases

on

the first floor of the GC that

since been blocked off

once

A trail that

led

somewhere, but have

along the canal or a
shadow cast from a pattern in the roofing. Everywhere we look there's
something new to be found, or something old to be rediscovered.
by drywall.

runs

The GlC

glitters

in the

sunlight

on a warm

spring

day. (circa 2020)

fj0
\!Y

Tulsa architect Frank Wallace conceptualized the
we know today as the GlC and the lRC.

B
®

building

(circa 1964)
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ORU aerial

photo

An aerial photo of campus in 1966
shows the drastic differences of ORU's
2000s asethetic.
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in 2011 before the

Hammr Center had been built.
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ORU'S FRAMEWORK
THROUGHOUT THE YEARS
ORU has

major changes

seen

over

in the vision of the

Mandated
built

by

the

decades, thanks

University,

it has

to

donors and those who believed

seen a

transformation.

Oral Roberts'

vision, Oral Roberts University was
environment inspired by the Holy Spirit.

house and represent an
It began in 1963 with a combined vision of the founder and
to

designer

that fueled the construction process. The futuristic architecture was cre
ated by Frank Wallace, who later commented on its sculpture-like inspi
ration he had since childhood. In 1967 the towers
soon

after the

University

in the first decade

were

was

dedicated. The iconic

Howard

completed and
structures completed

were

Auditorium, the Mabee Center, the

Graduate Center and Christ

Chapel.
Decades later, the University started maintenance. In 2007 ORU
was described as the
perfect representation of the popular modernist
architecture of its time. The design and architecture were considered
timeless. The unique buildings began aging though, and maintenance
became more frequent.
A few years passed as ORU won an award for housing the largest
television screen in the state. This building changed how students social
ized. The Armand Hammer Alumni Student Center was designed by
KSQarchitect's PC and completed in 2013.
ORU's newest residence hall, the Niko Njotorahardjo Hall, was
dedicated fall 2019. The modernized vibe and luxurious apartment-style
building allows students to experience a brand-new environment on
campus. According to President Wilson, the Niko Njotorahardjo is more
than a residence hall, it stands to remind ORU of its globalization which
is reflected in the 113 countries represented on the campus.
Along with Niko, the College of Nursing and School of Engi
neering were developed. The 100 square foot building was purchased
from Victory Church and renovated without ORU accumulating debt. It
also houses ORU's counseling services, operation teams, Stovall Center
for entrepreneurship and golf team. Thanks to the generous donors and
alumni that have stepped up over the decades, ORU has seen incredible
renovations and restorations.

major improvements included a parking garage at the City
Plex Towers and more housing that has been announced for upcoming
projects. Accomplishing this without debt was perhaps the greatest vic
tory in the building process.
Other
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Many Black lives MaHer demonstrations
took place across the United States dur
ing 2020.
Promise Walker, Sheen Chowning, Uche
Michelle and Aleah laForce participated
in a photoshoot for Black
Histoy Month.
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SONNY BRANHAM
CELEBRATES 20 YEARS

c

1

A

career

he found God's call

Sonny

shift

brought Sonny Branham
brought him here, and he has

Branham

to

ORU,

never

looked back.

banker and

adjunct instructor for Ameri
can Government and Politics at
Lindsey Wilson College before an Oral
Roberts University representative reached out to him.
When two government teachers resigned the
department
searched for replacements. Upon a colleague's recommendation, he was
asked to begin working at ORU. Branham,
recognizing the opportunity,
he resigned his position as Vice President and Chief Financial Officer at
his bank. His contract with ORU was only one-third of what he former
ly made. The upcoming school year, 2020-2021, will mark Branham's
20-year employment at ORU, and he has never looked back.
"Teaching has been the most rewarding thing I have ever done.
ORU is the perfect place for me. The Good Lord has called me here."
His calling has only helped him connect with the vision and com
munity of 0 RU. The love he has for teaching also reflects what he most
loves about the ORU family. "Students, students, and students. Seri
ously, being able to teach biblical principles of American Government
and Politics to the amazing, potentially
world-changing students," noted
was a

Braham.
His vision for his students involves translation Governmental

politics
to

and

history

and

understand the basis

principles

integrating that with faith. He wants his students
of principles in Government through the biblical

of His word.

"I want them

to know that they can hear God's voice,
speaking
them in many circumstances, and situations. Secondarily, that
they
learn the Biblical principles of the reason for
the
government,
purpose

to

of government, and where
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rA\ Sonny Branham has a passion for his students
� and for politics like no other. He is also a mem
ber of the National Press Society.

®

Branham and his wife enojy taking trips to
D.C. and many times chaperone
student government trips.

Washington
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Chloe plans to go to Nazareth, Isreal
for a medical internship with Operation
Mobiliztion a the local hospital.

®

Chloe has lived in Texas for many years,
she now hopes to travel the world and
help others.

©

In her free time she

library

or on one

can be found in the
of ORU's dance teams
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THE ULTIMATE ENGINEER
One story of the

In

high school,

Chloe Busse

members times when she cried
for

makings

of

a

double

major

like many students and struggled with math. She re
her algebra tests and homework, but she knew God had

was

over

just one, but two degree plans at ORU,
both with lots of math involved, with goals to one day become a surgeon.
She started off as a pre-medical biology major, but she later decided to switch to a
dual major in biomedical engineering and electrical engineering.
"I was really attracted to the problem-solving aspect of it and the critical thinking,
a

plan

her,

so

she trusted in him and entered

not

and also the innovative creative aspect of it," Chloe said.
Because she has two majors, Chloe is kept busy, but has also had the

opportunity to
work closely with her professors on research projects. During her sophomore year, Chloe
worked with Dr. Dominic Halsmer on a paper about reverse engineering.
"[The paper] talks about how biological organisms can be reversed engineered and
that reverse engineering
indicates purpose, like how God gives us purpose and how he has
purpose and creating things," Chloe describes.
This year as aJunior, Chloe has worked with Dr. Xiamon Ma, researching vehicle
communication. Vehicle communication allows cars to sense other vehicles and pedestrians
to prevent collisions and accidents. She specifically works on a communication system called
802.11 P, trying to turn it into a more advanced system called 802.11 BD.
"It's all theoretical, so we're doing real research to figure out the best way to make
...

the system run better," Chloe noted.
Chloe says her professors make it clear that God is the

source

of science and

engi

neering, teaching their students how to use engineering to explore God's creation.
"[They teach us that] God is a creator and God is an engineer, so we also have that
part of his image [in us]."
Before deciding to attend ORU, Chloe looked at two other colleges, but when she
heard the ORU mission statement and its passion to teach students to hear God's voice and
send them to the darkest places of the world, she knew ORU was where God wanted her.
"I feel like a lot of what God has called me to do is utilize medicine and engineering
to bring light to some of the darkest places in the world. I thought it was so cool that a goal
of this program is to utilize excellence in your field and to bring light to the dark places of
the world."

Chloe also said
has

strengthened

thing
and it

learning

about science and

engineering

from

a

Christian

perspective

her belief in God.

"It makes you more aware of the little details and how intricately and complex every
around us is and it makes you look at those things and be like, wow, God designed that

gives

you connection with the Creator."
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THE TECHNOLOGY OF THE FUTURE
Computer Information Technology

Computer

is

an

ever-growing field, and

ORU is at the helm of it all.

Information

Technology (CIT) is a small major at
vital part of the future. Computer technology has sky
ORU,
rocketed over the past three decades, and
technology will only continue
to grow and enhance
people's lives. Mandy Cruz, a sophomore CIT
has
vast knowledge of the field.
major,
but it is

"Some

a

options are computer system analysis, database
engineering,
engineering," explained Cruz.
CIT has classes involving computer
coding as well as software
that
creates original
development
designs. CIT has expansive course op
tions. Technical creativity is required and that is a
motivating factor for
course

and software

Cruz.
"I like the

and websites.

big creation factor- you get to create apps, programs
Through the major you get the opportunity to develop

your computer technical

skills,"

shared Cruz.

Computer coding and software development are valuable skills
becoming vital for national security. Also, employment opportu
nities for computer degrees are becoming abundant.
"Computer science is a growing field which is becoming more
popular. It is the career of the future and has great job security," said
that

are

Cruz.
In fact job

security is one of the main reasons Cruz decided to
major in CIT. Many students desire job secuirty and ORU's employment
rate after
graduation is exemplary.
"The major offers an internship class, often through the
company
which
the
students
to
the
Oneok,
opens up
workplace," explained Cruz.
at
ORU
Nearly every major
requires an internship to graduate,
and CIT is no different. Oneok, one internship connection for students,
is a huge natural gas company in Tulsa which owns Drillers baseball sta
dium. While the CIT department is small compared to others, this can
be a huge advantage for the students. Small classes can allow the student
more breathing room, and they can
clearly communicate their needs.
Currently, there are only two professors in the CIT department, but the
computer field is growing at ORU.
"The small class size allows you to go directly to the professors,
and they are more than willing to help," Cruz said.
According to Cruz ORU plans to open a major in computer
science within the next year which will involve more computer
develop
ment.

he

Cruz

pursue software development and commerce after
Computer science is a prosperous career field, and it will

wants to

graduates.
only grow larger.

CIT is the way of the

creativity

to

future, combining math and

shape

the world

Code, the language of computers,

we

'i0
live in. \!Y

is how the base
of many softwares are created.
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II DESIGN

& PHOTOS ASHLEY BEAL

THREE YEARS FOR MANY
IN THE MAKING
No matter the

odds,

anyone has the

ability

to do

remarkable

things,

even

when

working

from the basement of the LRC

Ashley Beal's story began with the odds already stacked against her. Born
prematurely weighing two pounds and three ounces, she was told she wouldn't
make it past the sixth grade, let alone read, write or receive a college
degree.
Now, at 20 years old, Ashley will be graduating from ORU with a Bachelors of
Science in Convergence Journalism in just three years. Ashley first enrolled as
a
chemistry major out of her love of science in high school. However, she soon
found that her passion for writing and editing was greater.
"Dr. Royall [head of the journalism department] has been
absolutely
in
me
I
out
what
wanted
to
shared.
"I now
amazing
helping
do," Ashley
figure
hope to get my master's in journalism from Georgetown in D.C. as she did."
Graduating in three years is no easy feat, especially enrolled in a fast
paced program such as journalism. The program involves a variety of classes
from editing and writing to video production and reporting. The
convergence
at
ORU
is
to
students
real-life
program
designed give
experiences and allow
them to adapt to their environments and changes in the profession. Each student
is required to participate in a variety of student media and produce their own
content for criticism and publication. Ashley's desire to inform the
public with
the truth has driven her to complete her degree with excellence.
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"Right now a lot of people in media are not fair and accurate, their work
is extremely biased towards specific sides and that is not fair to the actual infor
mation and to the people who entrust us to deliver the information," explained
Ashley. "I want to be a light to people. I want to show them how the world is
actually working to share the truth and do good in this field."
Ashley became the Editor-and-Chief of the Perihelion at ORU during
the summer after her first year and is well-loved and
appreciated by her co-staff.
Many lessons were learned and new strengths arose from challenging situations.
Her job with the publication and her time at ORU is believed to have been of
incredible value as it offered real-life experience that would be helpful in future
employments. The program has allowed Ashley to travel to D.C., interview for
relevant stories, work with top-of-the-line equipment and people and investigate
cases. Ashley's
ability to persevere through a challenging program and complete
it within three years is admirable.
"If I could share some advice, for anyone wanting to do what I
would be to push yourself," shared Ashley. "We have the advantage of

Christians and that

with

immense

of

can

adapt

it

being

supply
gifts including energy
in
been
LRC
the
for
hours your soul, spirit and
you've
and be strong to complete the work and do it with excellence.
comes

an

from the Lord. Even when

body

did,

Even when it feels like you can't go any

farther,

I
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promise

you can."
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LEAPS AND BOUNDS
"Dance is the hidden

Quietly
dancers
tume

can

behind

curtains,

be heard

changes

and

breaths and exhale

language
in

shuffling
whisper about

of the soul" -Martha Graham

dressing

across

the

rooms

and

the floor while
next

piece.

practice
they grab

spaces,
cos

The dancers take

deep

they compose themselves before walking onto the
stage. The countless hours of practice and weeks of rehearsals have
brought them here. They have experienced late-night frustrations to
as

achieve

meaningful movements that will reveal underlying truth. They
now stand silent
remembering the feeling of the music and counting the
steps. One final exhale and the story begins.
There
value

as

well

are
as

few activities that

dance.

Dancing requires

conscious interaction with one's

lessons,

values and morals

It has connected cultures

across

not

mind, body

through

ORU's whole person
only physical fitness but

connect to

and

movement

the

Dance

whether direct

interprets

or

abstract.

for centuries and dancers

globe

ORU have continued the instruction and

spirit.

training, learning

their

to

a

tell

a

at

story

through
choreography.
favorite
"My
part about dancing at ORU has been the commu
nity," said senior Anissa Presley who pursued a minor in dance perfor
mance. "ORU dance
brought me a family to invest in. I made so many
lifelong friends through the program. It was the most inclusive program
on
campus. It gave me a home and friends I will forever be grateful for. I
am so blessed to have walked out of
my college journey with such in
credible people."
Many see the value in sharing stories through movement. Danc
ing allows one to be vulnerable in a way that expresses deep emotion
words may be unable to portray. "Dance has taught me that I can go
past my boundaries in so many different ways. It taught me to push my
self and confront some of my fears. I learned that telling your story can
help others overcome their fears," shared Presely.
Presely explains the presence or absence of music in the dance
piece plays an incredibly important role as well. "Dancing is important
because it has always been a place for me to express myself. It's a vulner
able thing to show your story through dance. That
story may need swift
music or a slov melody," explained Presley. "But I love that it's an
op
tion. It may end up helping someone through
something."
The value of dance is not fleeting and will continue to
provide
an outlet for
a
and
to
share
emotions
and
expression
platform
history,
future hopes.
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LIFE THROUGH A DIFFERENT LENS
Hannah

Nelson,

an

English

Education major, has learned the value of literature and how it

impacts

the way

we see

the world

Literature is the time

capsule that records interpretations, histori
cal events and experiences of society. ORU offers an opportunity for
students to explore three areas of concentration: Professional Education,
English as a Second Language and Pre-law in order to foster communi
cation and critical thinking skills.
Hannah Nelson, a Senior English education major, made the
switch after her freshman year when she realized she loved teaching
more than
writing. There were no regrets stepping into English Litera
ture her sophomore year.
"One of my favorite classes so far has been Victorian Literature.
With that period in particular, there was something magical about it."
shared

"I

Nelson,

really enjoyed going deeper into stories."
She loves communicating information and successfully seeing it
click for people, especially kids.
"It is fun to see kids light up with understanding after feeling like
they have been banging their heads against the wall for so long," noted
Nelson.
Her most

job

left her

challenging moment didn't occur until this year. Her
adjusting to a schedule that blocked her desire to read more.

"Whenever I don't have time

having

time

to

read, I get frustrated. I love
understand concepts, especially in a Dostoevsky's class,
to

which is very

philosophical."
Adjusting is a necessary part of growing within the program be
cause
reading is such a critical aspect. But Nelson has accepted that she
has to lay down her desires and expectations for what God requires of
her. "The degree is tailored to prepare us to be an English teacher. The
professors make sure to invest in us. Anytime I have a question, they are
there

to answer

Over the
ture meant to

it."

of her three years, Nelson saw how much litera
her professors, and now it means as much to her. "Before
course

Epperson passed away, he always talked about how you can see
God's grace in life. Through literature, it gives you the lens through
which to view life." Her dreams are to teach and eventually get her mas
ter's degree. "I never thought I would be a teacher, but I have fallen in
Dr.

love with it."
"If underclassmen

trust

their

interests, they

do

not

have

to

worry
in
the
Some
of
end
friends
will
have
switched
wrong place.
up
my
they
and
still
end
where
several
times
up
they need to be." Nelson
majors

knows literature is vital

ing
out

her

to

her

perspective

of life.

Stories told

through

own

experiences

literature hold

it, societies, universities,

and credits it for

expand

in their grasp. With
and individuals would have no record, no

history

interpretation, and no historical context to create the timeline
manity and pass down the experiences from one generation to

of hu
another.
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THE PATH OF PROVIDENCE
Cantique Esquivel shares his story

done.

given

and how God has

shaped

him into the

man

he is

today.

Stepping out in faith among uncertainty is oftentimes easier said than
Cantique Esquivel has taken this principle to heart. He has continually
the Lord control in the unknown

he believes God for financial

provi
meanigfullife decisions.
Esquivel is a junior at ORU from San Salvador. Esquivel is generally
known for his role in ORU Worship as the electric guitarist on their
primary
team. He took on this title
during the spring semester of his sophomore year,
in which he played for the recording of ORU
Worship's very first album.
into
his
current
Moving
position required many years of practice as
well as additional training in order to adjust to a different
genre style and
skill set. He began playing as a freshman with Souls A'Fire. This was a major
learning curve for Esquivel, and at times was quite difficult. He continued to
put in the work, and he gTadually began to see his efforts come to fruition.
Following graduation, he plans to work with the youth of San Salva
dor through worship ministry and advance his musical career on the side not
only a performing and recording musician but also a solo artist.
Growing up in another country, and living amidst a culture that un
derstands what genuine need feels like, has impacted his outlook on life im
mensely. In situations where many choose to see deprivation alone, Esquivel
views the world through the lens of thankfulness and he feels blessed for the
opportunities he has been given.
"What I'rn eternally grateful for is the fact that
although v e lacked a
lot of things, in the lacking we got to see God as a provider,"
Esquivel shared.
Although faith is a constant theme in the testimonies of his life, the
message that Esquivel carries in his heart is for others to seek and truly know
as

sion and wisdom for

the

nature

of the Father.

"When you get

to

know

God, everything falls

into

place," Esquivel
explained. Many can dearly see that Esquivel genuinely has been captivated
by the heart of God and seeks to know every facet of His nature.

Cantique Esquivel plays
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his guitar

as an

essential part of ORU live
tf0
each week \!Y
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STEWARDS OF THE ENVIRONMENT
As the environment shifts with the advancement of

technology

The idea of sustainable

stewards of the worlds

development

was

physical

resources are

vital in the work force

put forward by the

Brundtland Commission 'Our Common Future for the World Commis

Development,' recognizing the connection
between poverty and inequality in relation to environmental degrada
tion. Seeking restoration and a healthy environment that could facilitate
a
thriving community, it was here sustainable development was defined
by the book as the "development that meets the needs of the present
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their
sion

on

Environment and

own

needs."

ORU offers

a

Bachelor of Science in Global Environmental

This residential program equips students to be natural
experts and stewards. All enrolled students have the chance to

Sustainability.
resource

take any of the 24 environment courses offered with the
research in a concentrated area.
Dr. Gaikwad is

an

option

of field

avid ambassador for the environment and the

Chair of the

Department of Biology and Chemistry. He is passionate
about training his students in the world of sciences and environment as
he inspires with his perspective on academics. According to Gaikwad,
studying the sciences and understanding how the physical world works
in relation to God's design is an act of worship. In this way students are
trained and ORU science majors have priceless opportunities to develop
not only their intellect and understanding but spiritual man, as ORU's
mission clearly states.
According to Gaikwad, ministering to students beyond academics
is his life's mission and he would be lost without God. He teaches stu

deeper connection to career through faith.
Combined with sustainability training, the major offers diverse
options. Most businesses and companies are required to assess and con
sider the impact of operations on the environment. As knowledge in
creases and technology advances, great demand is placed on experts that
understand and cultivate an environmentally friendly eco-system for any
form of production.
Options include managers, planners, and consultants within the
state and federal governments. Hard labor industries are always in need
of educated officers, utility, construction, and energy companies includ
ing food distributors and organic farms, which are on the rise as the
dents

to create a
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HUES OF SUCCESS
Graphic Design

is

It does

a

popular major here
take

at

ORU, utilizing technology these students

are

able

to create

things

that

inspire.

genius to tell that Lauren Gomez is an artist. Wearing her cream
sweater duster and bold
earrings, Gomez displays her own artistic flare. The second semes
ter sophomore transferred to ORU from the
University of Texas at San Antonio (UTSA)
and switched from studying architecture to
graphic design with a minor in youth and family
ministry.
Gomez took a lot of photography and video classes as well as other art classes in
high
school. Her love for art, both online and off, influenced her to switch her
to
major
graphic
design.
ORU offers many hands-on experiences in their
graphic design classes. ORU makes
sure its artists are
prepared to face the workforce by offering classes such as Fundamentals
of Art and Graphic Design 1, as well as
working with different Adobe programs.
A graphic design major's first year at ORU will consist
primarily of fundamentals
and basic art classes, as well as
learning to use new technology. Focusing on the basics is
actually a positive thing, according to Gomez.
"I feel like the way that they structure it here, ORU is
very hands on, very specific.
[teaching] the fundamentals," Gomez shared. "From [those] fundamentals [they are] going
to keep growing you and
pushing you and pushing you. So yeah, I think ORU does a great
with
that".
job
Gomez says she is taking Art History this year and had to learn sculpting in class
last year. She stated they have also done projects working with wire and cardboard. Gomez
shared a fond memory of an assignment that taught shading
using a pixelated version of
their face. They learn how to mix paint together in order to colors that match the
pixelated
version. They have to develop around 160 different boxes of various shades from their faces.
Then shade those in on a larger scale to create a finished
product.
Gomez is expectant of more creative projects. She says they will be
making their own
box
this
will
semester. They
also be designing and printing their own shirts.
candy
design
For the photography class, one of the projects they are currently
working on that she enjoys
is that each week they are assigned a word, then have to do a project
using tools like Photo
Illustrator
and
to
a
shop,
Lightroom
help capture visual of what that word means. Graphic
a
students
can
lot
of
structure in their day-to-day class.
design
expect
"I love that even though you're a graphic designer, and
they know that you're prob
to
with
a
be
like
in
ably primarily just going
Adobe, they push you in learning all of
laptop
these different

not

a

elements," said Gomez.

Gomez says God has always opened doors for her and told her where she needs
and what she needs to do. Once she graduates, Gomez wants to work as a children's
and

use

work

her

as a

graphic design
graphic designer.

skills

to

help

with

ministry. Gomez

also

plans

to

to

go

pastor
freelance
pursue

Gomez shares her fondness for the

community within her major. "I think my favor
thing
being graphic designer
community, like the people that I had the first
and
these
like
we've really just become a big
semester,
classes,
going through
family," said
ite

of

a

is the

Gomez.

Graphic design draws many because an artist's work is directly related to their capa
bility, individuality and creativity. The community ORU's program provides an environment
for students to thrive in their unique process of creating.
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IT'S A LATTE
Confidence and vision for

entrepreneurship

drive students pursuing

new

business for the world

International Business is centered around

trading and partnering
with other countries. Presentation is critical for those pursuing a career
in this field. Nationality and politics can also playa heavy role in the
selection and process of business and entrepreneurship. It is not possible
for one to run a good business in a different country if one is not aware
of the economics or what is happening politically in that country.
Ashlynn Kennet is an International Business student with a
concentration in entrepreneurship who oozes confidence. Usually seen
wearing a heavy-metal band t-shirt and sipping Starbucks, Kennet is
ready for any situation preparing her for the future business world.
Kennet graduated high school in 2018 and took a gap year to
participate in the World Race, a mission trip in which individuals back
pack through four countries. While she was in Costa Rica, Kennet met
parent who told her how their kids went to ORU and studied Inter
national Business. Many students graduate and travel abroad bringing
a

ORU's program to different countries. This
Kennet's desire to travel.
Because

politics

government this

degree

would also fulfill

affect this

semester.

"The

major, Kennet is taking comparative
comparative government class that I'm

is very necessary to get a foundation of how the world works,"
said Kennet. These classes educate students on the diverse governments

taking
and

political

sure one can

processes throughout the world. It is essential in
coordinate business successfully.

Tension between countries

making

affect their

willingness to make
deals with one another. Students in this program are taught how to
navigate tense situations and learn how to give peaceful presentations
to "win them over." These presentations may help convince the other
country and its inhabitants that peaceful business and partnership is pos
can

sible.
Once she
create a mass

finishes, Kennet plans

chain of coffee

shops

go to different countries and
in several different areas. Those
to

shops would partner with already established local businesses. Her plan
for the coffee company and the desire to travel are two things that in
fluenced Kennet
wanted

to

do

to

choose this

something

major,

but that is

not

all. "I knew that I

with business. I liked the idea of

national side of business because it deals

more

having

inter

with the international

relations which I find very beneficial. Because if you have that then it
helps give you a better understanding of what is actually going on in
business and

@

Kennet smiles

broadly

in her

printed

not

coat,

just

what's

stooped atop

a

going

on

right here,"

Kennet commented.

snow-covered table.
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The idea of

appealing to

being

Kennet and

able
a

to see

large

business

reason

why

she

in

depth process was
chose the degree. ORU

as an

tries very hard to prepare its business students for the workforce. Kennet
has considered double majoring in entrepreneurship since she is wanting
to create

business. Students enrolled in

entrepreneurship as a major or
minor at ORU have the opportunity to create a business plan throughout
their semester. Kennet hopes to create a concrete plan for her coffeeshop
dream in hopes of executing it in the future.
International Business majors have to minor in a language since
relationship with many other countries are expected in the future. Ken
net has leaned towards
minoring in Mandarin instead of Spanish which
was her
original plan. "Spanish, is something that I could pursue on my
own time. It would be
easy to pick up, but Mandarin is a little bit more
difficult and so I would rather have more of a professional college setting
for that," explained Kennet.
International Business is a unique major because a lot of its suc
cess is centered around
peace and cultivating relationships. Giving a
peaceful front will help when partnering with other countries. Diploma
cy in business can be a challenge, but Ashlynn Kennet emits confidence
and is willing to do what it takes to make it happen.
a

®

f7:\. Coffee is more than a business for Kennet, it's a way
'!:Y learn more about new
a way to connect with

to

people,

others.
Kennet has

a

heart for others and

® those in need.

a

passion for helping
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THE CRAFT OF COMPOSING
"So

long

as

the human spirit thrives

on

For senior

this

aspect of her
With media

music in

composition

some

living

form will accompany and sustain it."

Aaron

and film

score

calling.
prevalent

as

as

it

is, composing artists

are

prized

assets in

any creative field. Instrumentals are key components of the creative
output of media. Music composition is without limitation, there are

constraints

-

scoring major, Lindsay Sca
for the video game company Nintendo is an
Scaglione always knew she was called to music.

her dream to

glione,

planet,

what is

no

as written
possible. Producing
is
the
foundation
of
the
notation,
program.
ORU offers a Bachelor of Music in Music
Composition in three

to

scores, also known

musical

forms; composition emphasis, music production emphasis, and film
scoring emphasis. Each emphasis offers a different focus, from classical
chamber music, jazz, electronic and MIDI as well as
creating scores for
film and video games. Scaglione was not without her doubts, but once
God began to inspire her, she knew what she had to do.
own

"I realized then that all music I would write would not be
my
ideas, but God's creativity expressed through me," said Scaglione.

Music

be

intimidating when

in

charge of the lyrics,
the sound, and the arrangement. The
process is long but rewarding.
"Finding the time to write, finding that spark of creativity, and
always being busy was challenging. I have always appreciated the chal
lenge though. I am well aware life will not slow down after graduation,"
can

you

are

she noted.
For

musicians, learning

a

little bit of

everything

is

key

to

being

a

successful artist.
"I

room

that I would have to stop playing flute to make
for my composition emphasis. That has not been the case at all!"
was nervous

emphasized Scaglione.
One of her favorite aspects of playing
other musicians to bring her music to life.
"It is

was

collaborating

with

have talented musicians agree to play in
my
recital to help my black and white notes on a paper become real mu
sic. There is no feeling quite like hearing your piece being
played live,"

shared

humbling

to

Scaglione.
Her

ture

so

big

dreams

"My

at

dreams

meet

big plans

to

continue

studying

for her fu

ORU.

dream is

to score

music for Nintendo! I believe God

wouldn't put a dream in my heart that He would
ward me for chasing," she shared.

not

find

a

way

to re

And for the underclassman who may feel
apathetic about the
daunting process of discipline and staying diligent while in school, she
says,

"Underclassmen,

you will

never

your work. And the same goes for the
not doing your best."

So

regret

flip side,

keep pressing, keep studying

and
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your full efforts into
you will ALWAYS regret

putting

keep dreaming.

Copeland

well trained mined versed in all in
harmony the composer must know
how each aspect of the orchestra or band functions.

Writing

music takes

struments. To

© Oral Roberts University
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SCIENCE OF THE MIND
The scientific interest and

Behavioral science is
that

is

Psychology

Christians who

an

career

behind

psychology

ever-expanding field,

of the top five majors
to ORU with a passion

one

at

so

it's

not

ORU. There

suprising

are

and

many
one of

help people,
Ryan MacMillian, sophomore psychology major.
MacMillian described how he became fascinated with psychology, "I
took AP Psychology my junior year of high school, and I just loved
study
MacMillian
wanted
to
a
career
ing psychology."
pursue
helping people
with mental illnesses. One in five teens struggle with mental health disor
ders or have experienced mental health issues second-hand.
MacMillian loves the psychology faculty at ORU, and Dr. Feller
has been especially influential. Dr. Feller often helps host events for the
psychology majors at ORU, and he teaches several advanced psychology
come

those students is

to

a

courses.

Psychology is a field that not only covers mental illnesses, but an ar
ray of sciences including anatomy and physiology. Many psychology ma
jors often become scientific researchers and make ground-breaking discov
enes.

much

"Physiological psychology is [my favorite] because we covered so
ground in every aspect of what it means to be a human," shared

,

lVlacMillian

126
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One member of the

psychology

faculty,
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Dr. Edward

Watson,

discov-

ered her interest in
"I

was

while in her doctoral program.
interested in how the policy was being set to determine the

psychology

practices for schools
[and] empirical research studies were being
done by an educational psychologist so I got a PhD in educational psy
chology," said Watson.
Watson was one of many people who decide to change their oc
cupation and went back to school to accomplish her dream. Psychology
is a major that teaches people how to understand other people's behav
ioral patterns and respond to those patterns in a helpful way.
"Psychology is the study of human behavior and mental process
es, it's relevant to every single aspect of life," explained Watson.
"There's a lot of distrust in the church about secular psycholo
gists and the history of misunderstanding secular psychology," shared
best

...

Watson.

Fortunately, ORU is educating a future generation of Christian
psychologists, the future looks bright for those who need mental help.
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TWOMBLY

THE CAREERS THAT STEM

FROM POLITICAL THEORY
Following

the route of

political

science offers students

a

wide

variety of

career

choices

When

people think of political science, many think of it as one of the main pre
law degrees. While political science is great pre-law
prep, there are vast opportunities
available. Dr. Curtis Ellis, head of the History, Humanities and Government depart
ment, explains why he went into the arena of political science and various benefits from
majoring in it.
"I had a great government teacher, and once I understood the government
institutions I would understand how things were the way they were. I'd be able to right
some
wrongs," explained Ellis.
Many political science majors become university lecturers and pursue other
educational careers, however Ellis originally had no intention of pursuing an education
career.

"It
I started

was

all kind of

an

accident. I

teaching government

was

in the second year of my dissertation when

classes and I

really enjoyed it," shared Ellis.
Political science offers a wide variety of job options after college from working in
non-profit companies to finance jobs. It also helps develop one's writing and communi
cation skills.

"Political Science is
their soft skills for

a

great liberal

entrepreneurship

arts

and the

program. It forces students

develop
organizations involving problem-solving,"
to

said Ellis.

The

political science program at ORU is highly diverse in its course content.
Students are required to study American political institutions, international politics,
and public policy.
There are many ORU students that major in political science, and one of them
is sophomore Josiah Ingegneri. Ingegneri is also minoring in convergence
journalism
and was first introduced to politics in high school.
"I got interested in politics in my sophomore year of high school. I started read
ing books about Iran and watching videos of Senator Rand Paul," described Ingegneri.
Politics can touch nearly every aspect of life after a person starts studying it,
and Ingegneri became interested in all of it. ORU's political science program is
unique
because many of the professors are from foreign countries, so there's a special interna
tional perspective.
"Political science is a very diverse field. You can do anything with it. You don't
just limit yourself to politics," noted Ingegneri.
Journalism and political science usually go hand-to-hand, and Ingegneri's ulti
mate goal is to become a political journalist. The political science
major covers many
current events including the Middle East, and international politics. The
knowledge of
political science paired with the technical skills of journalism will help Ingegneri in his
future

career.

The
future
an

study

career

evolving

of

political theory

can

fields. Political science is

career

a

open the door to

multiple avenues within
promising major, and good for those who want

path.
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ALL THE WORLD'S A STAGE
The dramatic journey of senior Theatre &

Convergence Journalism double-major Rejoice Chrislisking

Suspense, creativity and stage presence are not only aspects of
theater, but Rejoice Christisking's journey at Oral Roberts University.
As a senior and double major in theatre and convergence journalism she
faced challenges during her educational pursuits. However, God's grace
helped her see the value in pursuing her degrees. She knew life was not
about pleasing anyone but God and His uniquely crafted identity for her.
"I searched through the ORU theatre program and I knew this
was it. I did not know where ORU was, but I immediately told God this
was it," shared Christisking.
She had planned on attending a University in New York, where
she resided at the time, only to encounter unexpected news from her
family that they were moving. This left her without college plans and she
was tasked with the quest of searching for another University. One with
an atmosphere she loved, and an excellent theatre program. She soon
stumbled across ORU's webpage. ORU's combination of excellence and
spirit-driven experience impressed her. The school had a competitive
edge and a solid theatre program.
"ORU is a highly accredited Christian University. It was Division
One, high in spiritual roots, and academic," explained Christisking.
SCHOLARS
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of my classmates last year found great positions after
their education. 1 girl attended Princeton for Theological Seminary

"Many

School."
Uncertain that theatre

the

right path, she went through the
exhausting process of switching from major to major. Once she had
enough of it, God stepped in. He asked her to revisit the gifts and pas
sions He had already instilled in her.
"'Theatre'. the Holy Spirit whispered, 'I want you back in the
theatre'. When He did, I knew it was Him all along. He had been whis
pering that to me and I was more focused on pleasing my parents. I saw
their voices as Gods," shared Rejoice. "One day I realized it was not.
What I needed to hear was God's voice. It is not your
eligibility but your
availability."
Theatre may sound fun, but immersion, intentionality, and long
hours of committed focus go into memorizing the script alone. Develop
ing the ability to embody new personas comes only with time.
"The program has only improved in the last five years. It has
enhanced the training process of becoming a diligent artist. You are
immersing yourself in the monologue of your character. Memorizing
the monologue is hard work. I used to believe you just sit down and
just
memorize it, but that is only the start," shared Christisking.
Character embodiment is a must for artistic storytelling. This
concept taught her that internalizing the character was a powerful way
to make the story come to life. This was the
artistry.
"You have to become the character; you are not simply
acting
was

like them. Before you walk on the scene, you have to be the character in
ternally. Some actors like Keith Hodgins were known to do this," noted

Christisking.
A key component of what she loved about the
campus atmo
sphere was God's presence. She fell in love with how the Lord could
felt

on

be

campus.

Now

shining senior,

she believes ORU

equipped her with every
thing she needs to succeed in graduate school. She aims high, with goals
to attain her master's
degree in Writing at Columbia University.
"Eventually I want to be a writer of television, film, and continue
acting. Writing will always be my first passion but I could not imagine
acting being taken from me. I loved the journey at ORU and the theatre
program surpassed my expectations," said Christisking.
One of the greatest lessons she learned was in patiently
waiting
for God knowing he cared about the details. "I learned God makes all
things beautiful in its own time."
a
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FROM ARTIST TO THEOLOGIAN
Victorian a Trotter's

experience

in ORU's

Theology Program

unveiled her

true

gifts

and passions

pursued music therapy without hesitation, but she would
soon experience a turn of events that redirected her focus. Trotter's
experience in the music program soon showed the love she had for music
was only a hobby and there was a more rewarding major waiting for her.
Theology major and sophomore Victoriana Trotter chose an edu
cational path unlike anything she expected. In the process, she learned
lessons history could never unveil without her taking courageous steps to
Trotter

God with her decision.

trust

"I

never

believed I would be

a

Theology major.

I believed I

major, and when I did not want to do music, I felt
pulled towards Theology. What I study now is the Old and New Testa
ment, looking at how people arrive at different Theological viewpoints,"
would be

music

a

said Trotter.
the music program until she made a deci
sion to switch. Music turned out to be an activity she loved purely for its

Trotter

expression

and

pushed through
not as

her

career.

"Music has been my whole life. As soon as I started my first
semester last year, there was something off about music therapy. I did
feel like I had any other option because I have
music therapy since high school," noted Trotter.
not

With each

wanted to do

opportunity for solo performance, Trot
her path. Trotter remembered another

class and

new

convinced this

ter was

always

was

not

panic set in. Passions that included issues like abortion and
crisis pregnancy counseling. She sought answers in the study of theology.
"My first semester I started with music therapy and it felt off. I
pushed through it and have not had that feeling since. Even if it does
passion

do

crisis pregnancy counselor, I know that I
much with this major," commented Trotter.

lead

not

so

when

me

to become

a

can

theology program, her critical thinking skills were
challenged and sharpened, along with the capacity to understand differ
ent perspectives. Regardless of major, skills like these will always remain
valuable beyond the workplace.
"I assumed that all theological views would be similar to mine.
Through discussions and my theology classes, I learned for the most
Once in the

part, there is still

a

vast

difference," said Trotter.

Trotter's favorite lessons

sionallife. As she

reserved

family,
that opened

a new

solely

for her

profes

the lessons in various discussions with friends

Trotter shows credible

and

cuss

applies

are not

world of

knowledge on theological subjects
discussions on topics she was unable to dis

before.
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Swatches are highly useful in the art
world for color matching and color

mixing.

®

A

©

In the

highly realistic art piece done by one
of ORU's talented studets is displayed in
the studio art offices.
hallways

students

can

of the second floor
artwork such as this

see

©
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THE ARTISTRY PROFESSION
Studio Art majors span

across

many

avenues

from

working

for Disney

to

owning their

own

businesses

Many students attend college for technical majors such as engi
neering or computer science. Individuals deciding to pursue non-tech
nical majors in college such as art frequently encounter
push-back from
their families.
Art is

a

highly

diverse

field, which requires

sionate and dedicated. Studio

field,

and the

opportunity

art at

students to be pas
ORU allows flexibility in the art

for students

to

study

different concentrations

like pottery or printmaking. Sophia Chiodo, a senior studio
has had a great experience in the studio art program.
"I interned
I'm

at

a

printmaking

studio called the Black

the research assistant for my
shared Chiodo.

[also] currently

ment,"

The studio

before

art

they graduate,

within the

major requires

all students

professor
to

do

an

art

major,

Eye

Press.

in my

depart

internship

and Chiodo has established various connections

world.

Internships are made avaliable to students and pro
expereince for students.
"The arts are literally in every aspect of society, you can be a
concept artist for Disney. Every major company has an artist, whether
that be a graphic designer or an idea person," stated Chiodo.
Technology has led to new avenues in art careers with graphic or
concept design. Major companies like Apple or ExxonMobil have graph
ic design logos and artists behind their products.
ORU is unique because all majors possess a Christian worldview,
and studio art is no exception. The art world has become
increasingly
secular in the past few decades, and Chiodo appreciates the Christian
outlook in her major.
"When you're learning art you're really susceptible to being
influenced by what you see, and the art world is really dark right now. I
didn't want to be influenced by it," Chiodo explained.
Chiodo has grown in maturity as she practices her skills. Chiodo
was selected to be in a chapel demonstration
making a clay pot as a ves
art

vide vauable

sel of God for the

sermon.

Chiodo's ultimate
and sell her
limit is one's

art.

Studio

own

goal is to own her own clay pot studio
degree of many possibilities, the only

career

art

is

a

imagination.
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COUNTRY, A NEW HOME

A group of

students,

now

friends for life,

come

together

to

experience the

of

event

a

lifetime

Ever since

high school I have dreamed about studying abroad, so
when I landed in Sofia, Bulgaria, on August 20, tears fell from my eyes.
The hard work, the waiting, the uncertainty of it all paid off. I was ex
cited and terrified of the three months ahead of

me.

It

was

my first time

away from home for longer than a week and my first time truly 'adult
ing'. In retrospect, it was kind of like adulting on steroids because noth

ing

is in

this

was

getting

and you have no idea how the currency works. I knew
where God wanted me to be because, despite many difficulties

English

to

that

point, everything

fell into

place

in

a

way that

only

God

could orchestrate.

Thus, began
and

three months of

a

lot of

traveling,

a

lot of

learning

getting out of my comfort zone. There were four of us on
the ORU Bulgaria trip, and together we traveled to ten countries outside
of Bulgaria. Name a country in Europe and we probably went there. My
top three favorite countries other than Bulgaria were Greece, Spain, and
a

lot of

Austria.
Each culture

expect every time

ing

to

figure

out

worked. There

was so

we

uniqu,

and I

landed somewhere

something

as

was no room

enjoyed
new.

It

not

knowing

was an

what to

adventure try

simple as how the public transportation
pride because I would almost always

for

mistake, and it would force me to be humble and learn how to
do things differently. Bulgaria has become a second home to me. I made

make

a

many friends there that I still talk with. I love the country and the cul
ture with all my heart.

Bulgaria has only been free since 1989, so 30 years later, many
people are still learning to accept their new reality of freedom. They are
very closed off at first, but once you meet them, they make you a part
of their family. They take life slow, making sure to take time out of each
day to invest into their family and friends without worrying about where
they need to go next.
Every day I miss Bulgaria and traveling. I know one day I'll go
back, but until then, I can bring a little bit of the Bulgarian culture to
America.
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People
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\!Y

in

one

of the main

streets in

Sofia, Bulgaria, bustle about

as

the

day

_

commences.

®

Shirley Ann Martinez, Nina Lange,
Mowbray and Bailee Hale pose as
they take a break from their bike ride in
Zoie

Barcelona, Spain.
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HUSTLE AND HEART
SET THEM APART
Hitting, passing, setting
Volleyball

and

serving,

is

crowd favorite here

a

ORU's

volleyball
at

team

is the best

ORU and the

at

players

what

they

do

strive

for excellence in their beloved sport and in their chosen academic field.
Sylvia Lawson, a sophomore accounting major and a setter on the team,
thrives in this intense
"In the fall

The

lifestyle,
we
practice

even

with difficult hours.

20 hours

a

week,

not

three hours each and the games
practices
half hours," commented Lawson.
are

including games.
roughly two and

are

a

The team

regularly practices four times a week adn spends three
additional days training. Some of these workouts include an explosive
training technique that focuses on speed helping to quicken reaction
time and teach athletes how to land properly from a hit or set to prevent
ACL

tears.

The

is

a

son

volleyball team maintains a strong community. "The team
close-knit family, and you can talk to anyone about anything," Law
shared. "We have team Bible studies, and we pass around a journal

where

we can

write notes

to

each other."

Coaches Sheera Sirola and Frank

Craig,

also have

open-door
policy allowing players access to talk with them at any time.
Volleyball scholarships help students who might not otherwise be
able to attend university.
"I loved volleyball and wanted to continue it. I was offered a
scholarship to play volleyball at ORU. I liked the Christian University
and the tough academic program," Lawson noted.
There are many other benefits to playing sports in a university
such as making new friends, traveling and of course playing volleyball.
ORU's volleyball team shows promise as players work together to con
an

quer the court and the classroom.

Volleyball was first introduced into the fj0
Olympics in 1964 at the Tokoyo games. \!Y
ORU's
maintain

ATHLETICS
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volleyball team works hard to
tightknit family enviornment.

a
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KICKING OFF A SEASON
OF SUCCESS
ORU men's

The 2019
and

outstanding

In order
had

to

results

work, impressive dedication
soccer team.

achievements within reach, the
themselves in all areas of their lives.

amazing

A continuous theme

highest
putting

filled with hard

big

the field for the ORU's men's

on

have had such

apply

to

season was

soccer scores

throughout

ORU is

holding

oneself

team

to the

standard

possible: God's standard. For many students, this means
study time even more intensely than before. For the
men's soccer team, academics are only part of this
concept. "The way
you do anything is the way you do everything. Coach Bosch always says
that," said junior marketing major Patricio Garcia. "We put God first,
and that made a big difference."
The teamwork aspect of playing sports transferred heavily into
the academic and spiritual parts of life for the men's soccer team this
year. Players kept each other accountable with practices and also came
together through a joint effort tobe successful in class work as well.
"There was lots of unity on the field. There was brotherhood," said
junior sports management major and team captain Dante Brigida. "Lots
of upperclassmen helping underclassmen, on and off the field. We'd
help someone if we had taken a class they were in already."
Students in the Aerobics Center might see practices going on in
side of Case Soccer Complex throughout the week, but the
preparation
for each season extends far beyond the typical student's
understanding.
"Nobody knows this, but we actually did lots of team building. Every
week, team building," said junior marketing major Jorge Barrientos. ''A
lot goes on behind the curtain-we actually started building this team
last year."
in extra

As far
excited

to see

as next season

improvement

goes, the members of men's soccer are
in their personal development as well as

their end-of-season record. "Last season, we all wrote on rocks one
thing
we wanted to change for this season,"
Jorge explained. "We got to see

change happen."
The other members of the

of

doing

even

better

Garcia. "We're

only

a

to more

going to the
game away!"

focus and attention

NCAA tournament

the
to
team
r7:\ Vinicius Oliveira
kicks the ball
acros�
\.!:Y ber in
hopes of scoring another goal against Westin University.

fiel�

(#�)

®

Reed Berry (#9) steals the ball from

one

excited

at

the prospect

against the accomplished teams they successfully
including, for the first time, Arkansas. "These big

defeated this season,
teams, it all comes down
were

team were

of Westin's

a�oth�r

to

detail,"

next year

for

noted

sure.

We

memo

players and begins

racing down the field.
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THE FACES BEHIND THE SQUAD
An

impressive

sense

Standing

of

on

pride
the

the ORU cheer

in their school drives the ORU cheer

team to

thrive

sidelines, shaking pom-poms and leading the

pride for their school. Cheerlead
ing is becoming a commonly accepted sport, and ORU's cheer squad
is an impressive demonstration of athletism. Lilly Eccles, captain of
the cheerleading squad, is a senior business management major. Eccles
crowd,

team

is full of

shared that the basketball games

were some

of her favorite

events

of the

year.

The

cheerleading squad

often follows the basketball

team to

tournaments all over

spring.

the country and they compete in nationals in the
works hard to prepare for competitions and weekly

The

team

"We

practice Mondays, Thursdays,

games.
and

Saturdays. Somebody

will pray, then we stretch for 15 minutes and do a I5-minute cardio
workout [to warm up] ," explained Eccles. Cheerleading often involves

learning

intense

routines,

and it takes several

practice

sessions

to

get

a

routine down.
"We get to be the face of a lot of stuff. We get asked
bunch of meet and greets," said Eccles.

to

be

at a

"I would say we're all really close. We always hang out outside of
a lot of us live in Tulsa so we'll
open up our houses," shared
practice
...

Eccles.

Cheerleading creates many opportunities for athletes to bond,
and ORU's cheer squad possesses a genuine joy. Madison Milstead, a
senior sociology major, is another member of the cheer squad. When
a
person decides to cheer in college it can be a big commitment, but
Milstead was confident in her decision. "I really liked their team, and it
just looked like a lot of fun, and I loved cheering in high school too so I
wanted to do it at the college level," said Milstead.
Milstead's enthusiasm for her sport is parallel with the entireO
RU cheer squad. Basketball is one of the squad's favorite events to cheer
at

because of the enthusiastic environment.
"The student section
it

at

the games makes it

so

much

more

fun. A

entertaining," explained Milstead.
The ORU cheer squad and basketball team frequently advertise
for the games. The members of ORU's cheer squad are actively working
to bring school pride to every game and look forward to another exciting
bigger

crowd

keeps

more

season.
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Members of the ORU Cheer team and
students gather to cheer on the Golden

Eagles
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--

lilly

to

victory.

E�cles

smiles

broadly

for her team

portrait.
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r7:\ Golf clubs are a golfers staple in their
\tY field, the different shapes help with different terranes as well.
The

is where

green
golfers
® tice and
compete in their sport.
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HITTING THE GREEN
Preserving

the

and

history

looking

to

the future of ORU

golf

In the

begining of their season, the ORU's men's golf team was
off to a slow start. They finished 13th in their first tournament. After
working hard during practices and experiencing strengthened motiva
tion the

team came

Roberts

University

winning

their first tournament and

ments

back

to

finish 4th and 2nd in the

next two.

Women's Golf Team didn't have the

finishing

their

next

same

three

The Oral

slow start,

tourna

tied for 8th.
Both teams

are

led

by

Head Coach Lance Watson. Palmer

Hayes,

transfer student and

junior
relating to
a

the

players

player, says Watson does a great job of
both on the course and off. Hayes believes Watson

understands that there is

more to

life than just

golf.

This year Oral Roberts University has seen the completion of
the John and Cheryl Clerico Golf Complex, which has now become the
home of ORU Golf. This

facility

boasts five indoor

hitting bays, a golf
area for
strength and conditioning.
for strengthening their bodies. The

putting green, and an
On top of the impressive facilities
facility also offers the players space
simulator,

a

to

relax and focus

on

life off the the

course.

This
ers

for each

major priority and led them to install individual lock
player and create lounges for them to work on homework
was a

and socialize

Hayes

players

to

as a team.

said he believes this will be

the team. There

are

a

great way

to

very few schools the size of Oral Roberts

that have this type of facility, according to Hayes.
Players also have access to some of the top courses in

ing Southern Hills Country Club,
Ridge Country Club.
It continues

be

recruit future

Oak Tree

Tulsa, includ

Country

Club and Cedar

build this program back up to its
former glory, but Hayes says Coach Watson is committed to working to
wards that goal each day. Coach Watson continues to show commitment
his

to

a

process

to

players every day by instilling
today, play in May.
to

one

simple phrase

into them: Start
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A TRIUMPH WITHIN THE LOSS
As athletic

seasons

have been

cut

short still student-athletes rise

As with many sports seasons during the 2019-2020 school year, the Golden
Eagle's basketball season was cut short. Many student athletes felt the disappoint
of

ment

felt the loss of
es

cut

a season

short, and many students and fans of the basketball program
ecstatic

previous

experiences

the men's and women's basketball teams

March. The men's
ended with

team

ended with

team

a

an

and memories. In

spite

of the

challeng

hard until their final games in
overall record of 17-14 while the women's

record of 15-16 for the

played

From Mabee Madness

season.

to

late

night theme games, free lower lot passes and ORU cheers chanted from the stands,
this season still had its highlights. One of these being found off the court, in the
classroom. The athletic

with

department

saw

its

highest grade point

3.37 for the 2019-20 academic year.
history
"The Oral Roberts Athletic Department sees that in

ment

classes

to

virtual

average in

depart

a

online

learning

ORU student-athletes

during
able

the

Spring

2020

of

spite

semester

moving

due

to

all

COV

the

challenge and continue to
academically.
seventh-straight year the department saw an
increase in the GPA of all programs combined," according to ORU's press release.
"We are so proud of our student-athletes and the phenomenal job this year,"
Associate AD for Academics KyleJones said. "They were able to adjust to the
changing circumstances and they achieved a remarkable level of success. The way
they excelled in the midst of adversity this year demonstrates the high character
ID-19,

raise the bar

It

and determination of

our

were

was

student athletes."

Senior Associate Athletic

agement for athletes in

a

to overcome

the

Director,

Scott

Williams, also shared

some encour

post by ORU Athletics. "I have used the example that

Jesus shares in Luke 6:46-49 ["It is like a person building a house who digs deep
and lays the foundation on solid rock. VVhen the floodwaters rise and break against
that

house, it stands firm because it is well built. But anyone who hears and doesn't

person who builds a house right on the ground, without a foundation.
When the floods sweep down against that house, it will collapse into a heap of ru

obey

is like

ins.] to
faculty
if

our

a

encourage myself, my family, my 3rd grade Sunday School class, the HLSS
and some of our student-athletes during this pandemic .Jesus promises that
..

home is built

on

the solid foundation of

Christ,

no

matter

way he will sustain us," shared Williams.
This seven straight year increase is a small glimmer of

what

challenge

comes our

These student athletes will

midst of great change.
and be cheered on from

148,
-

,

.!'.

'",:�

.

.;=

triumph

to

triumph.
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continually

hope

even

in the

make ORU

proud

®

Deondre Burns (#2) dribbles the ball as
he devises a way to get past the oppos

ing defensive players.

®

Aidan Saunders (#13) leaps into the air,
and the ball rolls off his fingers right into
the basket.
Kevin Obanor

(#0)

awaits the pass of

© the ball in hopes of scoring another
basket.
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A GLORIOUS DECADE FOR
ORU'S TRACK & FIELD
ORU Track & Field's head

ORU's head

coachJoe

Dial honored for

coach, Joe Dial,

is

an

a

decade of excellence

honored leader who has

car

ried the Track and Field program through numerous successes and
challenges in the last decade, serving as an example to the athletes he
InSpIres.

During his early high school years, he set the Class 2A state re
cord in the long jump with a leap of 23'05" in 1981. He became Okla
homa's champion in 1980 and 1981 and went on to become a four-time
state champion in the pole vault in 1978-1981. He became the first
high
school athlete pole vaulter to clear 18 feet.
A native of

Marlow, Oklahoma, Dial attended Oklahoma State

where he

placed a four-time NCCA and six-time Big Eight
Conference pole vault champion. Dial was inducted into the OSU Hall
of Fame in 2002 after becoming the first collegiate pole vaulter to clear
19 feet, breaking the Big Eight Conference record at the 1985 champi
onships after vaulting 19'01.
He is not only accomplished, but brings a spirit of perseverance
and inspiration to his athletes. Dial's precedence over ORU's Track and

University,

Field is well known in athletic circles. Since the fall of

coached

1993, Dial has

of

accomplishments for the Eagles, shortly after becom
ing the head coach in February 1994.
He has coached through three NCAA National Championships,
the cross-country teams recording their highest Mid-Con Champion
ships, and the women's squad taking home their Mid-Come conference
an era

titles. Dial took 14 occasions of honors and

and Field and

Region

Cross-Country

was

named the U.S. Track

Coaches Association's 2006 and Midwest

Men's Midwestern Coach of The Year. Since ORU joined the

conference in 1997, he has guided the Golden
16th in the USTFCCCA Division I poll.
Over the
have had

over

course

of his time

48 Golden

Eagle

Eagles

to a

ORU's head coach, the
All-Americans with nearly 30
as

honored ORU athletes. This includes 70 NCAA

including
ship Qualifiers at ORU, along
Trials competitions.
Dial

was

@

ORU's track was built with Beynon's renowned system
used by the Golden Eagles.

®

The

team

prepares

together for

their

due

to

to

of

Eagles
events

Champion
to Olympic

with five others who advanced

inducted into the Oklahoma

2016, attaining the title

ranking

his

passion

Sports

Hall of Fame in

and dedication

to

his craft.

be

race.
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ORU'S FIVE YEAR DOMINANCE
ORU's 2019-2020 baseball
but their

season was

performance

over

suddenly

terminated

by

a

worldwide

the last five years is notable

pandemic

even now

Oral Roberts

University's baseball team suspended its season in
response to COVID-19, but that did not stop the Summit League and
administration from staying active online, acknowledging and reflecting
on ORU's
previous performances. Memorial Day would normally be
the end of the Championship season, but this year, coaches, administra
tors and mentors shared how proud they were of their athletes online.
The Summit League posted on social media platforms, giving words of
encouragement and acknowledgment for the graduating class of 2020.
The Summit League's senior spotlight honorary mentions includ
ed five seniors whose seasons were cut short. Included was an analysis of
ORU's outcomes in previous conferences. The season's abrupt end did
not stop the Summit League from assessing the successes of the previous
five years of the team's repertoire.
The Summit League Baseball Stock assessed five seasons worth of
archived data. Each conference in the U.S. was closely analyzed in or
der to project where the team will go in the future. ORU has historically
dominated the Summit League, especially in the last five seasons, each
time capturing the automatic bid. The Golden Eagles took home the
trophy four out of five seasons. Besides the 2013 and 2014 membership
with Southland Conference, the Eagles won the league's automatic bid
into regionals each year. This was between 1998 and 2018. The most
recent season was, by ORU's standard, lower than the previous.
Even then ORU finished the game with 29-26 overall and 17-12
in the conference, maintaining the five-year aggregate.

ORU has been the best program in the conference by far. The
team, administration, coaches, and students hope for a robust come
back after the pandemic ends and the chance to maintain their impres
sive streak.
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One ORU student is up to bat in

a

game

against Southland.
Martinez (#13) and Hunter
Swift (#18) bash their helmets together
after another succuessful game.

Anthony

Blake Hall (#7) races around the dia
mond hoping to score another point for
the team.
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WHAT A STEAL!
Conditions for Workers of American Fashion

After less than four hours of

home

as

to see

them for

and

the

sun

a

Bangladeshi

mother leaves her

children, only expecting

few moments every day. The roads are caked in dust
fits of coughing to walkers. Street children without homes or

cause

parents sleep

a

on an

emaciated

dog.

She continues her trek.

At the garment factory, she works up to 16 hours
per
week. At the end of the month, she comes home $95

days
plus from
a

sleep,

rises. She leaves behind her

when she

was

only paid $42 before

The mother works

day, seven
richer, a

the riots.

hundreds of garments throughout the
hit
She
knows the punishment she'll receive if she
day, trying
quota.
doesn't. The shirts are made of cheap material-she knows
they won't
on

to

hold up for

long. She trudges home to her house and prepares for the
perpetual workdays in her and her children's futures.
Many miles away, a group of teenagers spy the shirt made by the
Bangladeshi mother in their local shopping mall. "Five dollars?" one
says, "What

a

steal!"

The fast fashion

industry, though not an entirely new one, works
put runway designs and today's trends at rock bottom prices.
Stores such as H&M, Forever 21, Gap Inc. and many more
employ this
method in their business model. Many people have
begun to speak out
fast
due
to
its
in
roots
fashion,
against
sweatshops and its disregard for
as a

tool

to

the environment.

Primarily, many of these stores target high school, college and lower
income people. Several store fronts have also moved online. Forever 21
filed for bankruptcy and now plans to close many of their US and inter
national stores, moving to sell primarily online.
According to Elizabeth Cline's book "Overdressed: The Shock
ingly High Cost of Cheap Fashion," workers must make over two thou
sand garments per day to meet quota. One worker at American
Apparel
reported her quota as 2,300 garments, and said American Apparel is
considered 'one of the good ones.'

© Oral Roberts University

© Oral Roberts University

With the

publicized riots exposing harsh conditions of garment
workers in Bangladesh, many people are seeking to ethically buy clothes.
Ethan Schaffer, a public relations and advertising
major, hopes to
educate people on the downfalls of the fast fashion
industry.
"I get that as college students, we're
looking for cheap prices,
but when you buy fast fashion, you're
saying 'I've placed more value on
looking trendy and saving money.' But I know where and who made my
product or I know that the person who made it was getting paid at least
minimum wage," said Schaffer.
In addition to receiving an undercut
pay rate, the Global Labor
Justice released a report detailing the environment workers are under, in
cluding sexual and physical assault, crowded workspaces and many more
inhumane conditions. Though the clothing
companies are aware of the
conditions, fast fashion giants have not moved for more ethical methods
of production.
"The companies are going to create more
cheap clothing at a
cheaper price. Crops aren't cheap, and the prices aren't going to get
lower. Transportation isn't cheap. Hourly wages in America for store
workers is not going to get cheaper, it's going to rise. So, where's it
going
to give? Where's the $2
to
It's
in
the
in
workers
going
give?
Malaysia.
It's the workers in Indonesia, who their
minimum
country's
wages either
don't

exist,

or

about

they're

$1," said Schaffer.

Schaffer also shared three different ways to be fashionably sus
tainable on a budget, either by thrifting, borrowing clothes or
simply not
items that

buying

only

last for

one season.

The EPA estimates that 81

pounds

of

clothing

are

per American per year, 95% of which could have been
In "The Compass and the Nail,"
Wilson,
mer

lead

strategist, explains

how ethics

Craig
plays a large

thrown away

recycled.
Patagonia's

for

role in continual

success.

"When

a

brand, organization

or

nonprofit

is the

ethical cause, customers become advocates because
emotional connection with the brand's core purpose."
an

One of

Patagonia's

"We know that

core

values is

to

do

no

champion of
they develop an

harm.

business

activity- from lighting stores to dye
ing shirts- is part of the problem. We work steadily to change our busi
ness
practices and share what we've learned. But we recognize that this
is not enough. We seek not only to do less harm, but more
good," their
statement

our

reads.

In addition

to

vironmental

causes

long periods

of time.

this, Patagonia donates

and works

to

1 % of all

make durable

earnings to en
clothing that will last for

Minimalism is one way that people who
r;;:-.
purchase ethical clothing minimize their \.!:Y
carbon
A
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great

way to

upcycle

is

footprint.
by thrifiting.

®
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FRIENDS OFF NETFLIX
A decade of

Since the rise in
flix and

Hulu,

acting,

popularity

has

a

decades of

enjoyment

of online

sitcoms have received

younger audience.

primarily

into

Friends,

a

streaming services like Netresurgence in viewership with a

which aired

on

NBC from 1994

to

given
generation of young adults countless laughs, and
performing even better online than when it was on network
television. All the inside jokes, references and conflicting opinions on
the show's plot are back in circulation, and Friends fans today are just as
passionate about the show as its original audience.
2004,

a new

in return is

Pierce Martin interviewed four students for this

piece.

® -Lea

Speight, junior social work major
Zelaya, junior accounting major
© -Blake Jackson, junior engineering major
-Summer Lance, sophomore worship arts major
® -Isaac

@
Even

such

a

though there are countless other options, Friends played
significant role in the free time of ORU students that non-study

time will

never

be the

same.

"It's

really sad that Friends is off Netflix," stated sophomore
ministry and leadership major Grace Perron. "It was my go-to show for
when I didn't know what to watch, and now that it's no
longer available
I don't think there's anything that can quite
replace it."
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Who

was

right:

Ross

Lea: ''A break doesn't

or

Rachel?

(They

were on a

break!)

they broke up," argued Speight. "It's a time
relationship and come back to decide whether or not
need
to break up. So yes, Ross was in the
they
wrong."
Isaac: "I don't think Ross was completely to blame," noted
Zelaya. "Ra
chel changed boyfriends like she
changed shirts. He probably thought
his time was up."
to

mean

think about the

Was Rachel's letter
Lea: "I think

expecting

the

Ross

read 18 pages front and back at five in
much. I don't think Ross should accept full re

morning is way too
sponsibility. I think the issue
anyway."

What

are

you

okay response?

an

to

was

watching

poor communication between the two,

now

that Friends has been taken off Netflix?

Blake: "The Last

Kingdom," replied junior Engineering major Blake
Jackson. "There's a domain ruled by a crazy king. Right now, they're
competing with other kingdoms. The new season just came out."
Summer: "One Tree Hill," answered sophomore worship arts major
Summer Lance. "It's about people's lives. It follows their high school
lives and then leads into their adult lives- it's

so

much better than River

dale," Lance laughed.

© Oral Roberts University
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NOT YOUR AVERAGE QUARANTINE
Five students make the

It

most

was

of their

quarantine situation by doing everything possible
inside for ten days

to

keep

sane

and have fun

September 3rd and people were rapidly falling ill with COVID-19.Many
to
quarantine after experiencing close-contact with someone already
the virus. I hoped I would never have to
quarantine. "Oops, too late," the

I knew had

people

infected with
virus said.

A message from one of
my closest friends, followed
and Safety Task Force informed me that I was next on the
to

quarantine.

It

meant

I wanted to do

I

was on a

close-contact list and

everything in

by an alert from the Health
long list of individuals who had
had to quarantine for ten days.
that I could quarantine off-cam

my power to ensure
pus with four of my dearest friends who were also on the list. One of them lived in Still
well, Kansas and offered to take us in for the ten long days. Without any hesitation, we

packed

our

bags,

There

masked up, and got on the road.
were, five college girls who had to

quarantine together in one house
along with the three current household members and two dogs. In order to seperate us
from the healthy occupants, we used a borrowed trailer
parked in the driveway. Two of us
slept there while the other three shared the remaining secluded rooms inside the house.
My friend's brother had to sleep on a mattress in the basement so we could use his
room for
working and sleeping. Every time one of us had a class on zoom, we would give
that person their own quiet space to work. I did
morning meditation in my car and in the
rain at one point because that was the only
space left that had no occupants. We also tired
to keep up with our HPE fitness
requirements, but that was challenging as we were unable
to

we

leave the house.
I remember

night to be the most memorable. It was the night I cried because
the food at dinner was so amazing. My friend's mom made
poppyseed chicken casserole,
I had never had the dish before. While the other
girls were laughing, I was sitting silently.
I was savoring my food and staring at my
plate. One of them asked me what was wrong,
while happily crying, I told them that it was the best thing I had eaten.
Being in quaran
tine made me realize how much I missed home-cooked meals. I believe
quarantining for
ten days does something bizarre to your emotions.
One of my friends who was quarantined with me was also an
understudy in ORU's
production Radium Girls. She had zoom meetings for hours long almost every night.
These meetings were usually during dinner. "\IVhen we sat down for dinner we made her a
plate first and set it off to the side so she could eat later. On Sunday mornings, we all had
our own rooms to

We had

one

watch church online because

we

each attended different services.

good system and we adapted. It was crowded and there were several
professors' voices being heard at one time, but we learned each other's schedules and we
worked around them. "\IVe loved having the ability to roll out of bed, still in our
pjs, and
a

attend class. I may miss that part the most.
Between the nightly homecooked meals, the chocolate ice

movie,
there

the

was

worship

the

@

Coffee and music were present
mornings while in quarantine.

®

The
to

sessions while

opportunity

to

playing the piano,

cream

before

and the heart-to-heart

watching

a

conversations,

make memories and grow closer.

most

quarantined friends had the chance
watch movies and spend quality time

together.

© Oral Roberts University
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WRAP-UP OF THE 20105
The 201 Os

were a

The decades

sions, controversial
The 60s
known for

controversial decade filled with cultural

throughout
new

were

quirky

highly

trends,

marked

phenomenons

the past century have been known for their deci
or fashion choices.

by

the historic civil

rights

movement

and the 80s

were

fashion trends.

The past decade has been a remarkable one, particularly in the
social arena. The invention of social media apps has impacted society.
Social media has been

a common

pastime

political

and

since the invention of Facebook

2005, however, the use of social media was taken
Twitter, MySpace or Snapchat entered the scene.

in

to new

heights

since

Instagram,

Many people believe social media has had a negative effect on personal con
nections between people. It's now common to witness groups of people with their
heads down glued to their phones.
The 201 Os also experienced new fashion trends, mainly the rise of athletic
Brands like Lululemon and Athleta have become

wear.

a

favorite among

most

due

pride themselves on owning one of these
brands as well as streetwear like Kith or Supreme.
Thrifting has become a rising trend particularly among college students who
have a tight budget or desire to leave a smaller carbon footprint. ORU students
often shop from online thrift stores or among local ones like Half of Half or Quality
to

comfort and

practicality. Many

often

Thrift.

The well
rather than
it go to

buy

waste

being
new.

of the environment has

If

one can

with

a

many decisions to thrift
new life rather than
letting

then it is less material manufactured.

political spectrum has
the first black president

The

ning

give

impacted
of
piece
clothing

Former President Barack

also

changed completely during the 201 Os begin
in office and the rise of populist movements.
Obama brought heightened racial awareness when

he made reforms to increase government aid programs. Michelle
Obama then instated a new public school lunch program to bring healthier options.

he took

office, and

Supreme Court made one of the most controversial decisions in 2015
vote of 5-4 legalized gay marriage. Social media was thrown into a frenzy

The
when

a

between views.

2015 also introduced the

unlikely presidential candidate Donald]. Trump,
and he became the face of the Republican party. In Nov. 2016, despite various pre
dictions, President Trump won the presidential election in a vote of 304 to 227 in
the electoral college.
Social standards, fashion and political climate all changed greatly in the
20l0s. The roaring 20s has yet to reveal its trends and political controversies.

164
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Thrifting became a popular activity
many people in the 201Os.

®

Many protests and demonstrations for
anything from enviornmental issues to

political

issues

were common.
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GREEN TREES AND RED SOil
"I canaot do all the

But the W0I11d needs aD the

good that the world needs.
good thac 1 can do." Jana Stanfield
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AN AMBIVERT
How

a

pandemic

When Americans
with morbid

began

vs.

COVID-19

affected the world and

to

hear about

me

COVID-19, it

was

a

few

shortages

of Chinese-made

Oh how wrong we were.
ORU students, like many students at other universities,
break trips. While others decided to head home or stay
was no

spring
pus. During

met

humor, marathons of pandemic movies like "Contagion,"
a
general feeling of peace took over. [It was China's prob

and, for me,
lem, many believed]. Maybe
but there

PHOTOS RYAN MACMILLAN

II

real effect

products,

on us.

planned
on cam

spring break, U.S. lockdowns began. Students who trav
eled to Florida, Washington, California or New York were required to
self-quarantine for two weeks before returning to campus. Classes were
switched to online learning just a few days into the break.
ORU also witnessed a COVID-related death, making the virus
very real very quickly for students and faculty alike. Administrators put
reduced seating at Hamill
safety measures for the university in place
Dining Hall, closure of non-residential buildings, hand sanitizer stations
and encouragement to practice social distancing.
I decided not to take a spring break trip and instead went home
to Branson, MO. Our small town of just over 10,000 people panicked.
People scrambled to get non-perishables, bottled water and yes, toilet
paper. Grocery employees could not keep the shelves stocked.
Unemployment in the U.S. has, as of May 2020, hit 15%. Some
had to shut down their businesses and were not eligible to file for unem
ployment. Several Americans received relief checks too late.
Celebrities, [not being able to endure a minute of people not
focusing on them] hosted live ''Ask Me Anything" sessions and sang
"Imagine". While the public was not deaf, the action was tone-deaf.
The first few weeks were nice, fun even. Amid the pandemic, I
found solace at home. I worked on recipes, schoolwork (with my limited
technology), and a few hobbies. I talked with friends and saw my grand
parents. Most teachers had pushed back or canceled assignments, so
spring break felt extended.
Then came week four. And five. And six. And seven. The days
drifted into one, time seemed like a tradition of the past. I stopped read
ing, stopped working, just stopped. The world stopped.
Then came the "inspirational" social media posts. The one I saw
that

-
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Faith has worked tirelessly on the
the past two years, but like
many other students, she has struggles.

yearbook for

the

most

(£)

said, "If

hobby, business
enough time."

you haven't

or a

to-do list

come

done, it's

I, like many of you, wanted

ing

this. Like

a

out of this
never

be

quarantine

been about

with

not

a new

having

but I felt empty read
failure. It's hard to be motivated when depression, anxi
to

ety and existential dread culminate into

inspired,

unproductive cocktail.
Quickly, my due dates slapped me in the face and passed. People
texted and emailed about howl was doing or why I wasn't finished yet.
I didn't have a good answer. It's hard to admit that you aren't
doing well
when people are dying, hungry and unemployed.
Now, having the luxury of perspective, I find myself at peace.
I've helped my dad reopen his barbershop and worked on overdue
schoolwork and yearbook articles. Businesses have reopened with CDC
guidelines in place. While our world may not return to "normal," or as
it once was, this experience reminds me of a Mr. Rogers quote.
"When I was a boy and I would see scary things in the news,
my mother would say to me, 'Look for the helpers. You will always find
people who are helping.
Healthcare workers, philanthropists, grocers and many more
worked to keep a modicum of normalcy. People honored the essential
workers with donations, cards and heartfelt thank-you's.
The pandemic wreaked havoc across the world, but it caused
people to question some fixtures held up in society, research and learn.
Some acted kindly to strangers. Others showed their true colors.
COVID-l9 revealed strengths and weaknesses in society. The
only thing left to do is to fix the weaknesses.
one

'"
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Staying indoors and peaking out
windows became a normal passtime for

®

truth

many americans

Observing

during Covid-19.

your environment and seeking
in the midst of

bring clarity
uncertainty.
can
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THE WORLD? I HARDLY KNOW HER
Americans

are

blinded

In October

film

by

were

lack of

an

about the

knowledge

2019, BongJoon-ho,

"Parasite,"

tions

a

interview

to

of the world

happenings

director of the

Oscar-winning

Vulture after the Oscar nomina

gave
released. As the first Korean film nominated for Best

many Americans believed that Bong would be ecstatic.
"It's a little strange but it's not a big deal. The Oscars

Picture,

are

not

an

international film festival.

They're very local," he said.
Oftentimes,
place precedence for American issues
institutions. Gatekeeping in the American news media is largely
Americans

and

blame for the lack of international

Dr. Gordon

Nagayama

news.

Hall wrote

"Is Narcissism the Cost of

Today entitled,
Hall explores how

an

their

article for

Being

other countries view the

that Americans focus

to

U.S.,

Psychology

American?" In it,
with many agreeing
an

country without

giving any time to
gives
questions than answers,
it challenges readers to ask what narcissistic tendencies they may have.
When the COVID-19 pandemic arrived in the States, many
news outlets did not
report in stories of other countries. The media only
talked about other countries in relation to the US's struggle. Comparing
death tolls, citing what America did better than South Korea and tearing
down or building up President Trump seemed to be the constant news
on

own

learn about others. While the article

more

flow.
America represents a land of freedom, a place of safety for those
persecuted in their native countries, and an opportunity to work from
cans

become

It

that many young Ameri
have become disillusioned with this rose-colored dream.

nothing

to

something.

today

seems

irony of this article is, to talk about America's self-centered
ignorance of other countries, it must be focused on America.

The
ness

and

There is

other way about it. While American news outlets may not
broadcast enough stories on other countries, citizens need to hear these

stories.

no

Al-Jazeera,

AP News and BBC News work

to

tell stories of many

countries.
While the American

informing
If

news

media

its citizens of non-American

today

issues,

may not be the best at
other news outlets can.

break the stereotype of the
must seek out the true news.

someone wants to

American," they

"ignorant,

narcissistic
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DeVaun

Pool,

Pierce

Martin, Ryan MacMillan, Mychaela Burris, Faith Wilson and Ashley Beal
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Megan Twombly and Christian

Caroline

Upthegrove, Bethany

Soloman and Nina Lange
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//
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SUNRISE TO SUNSET
The Lord is

doing

a new

thing

among

us.

He

brings

life and grace for short

comings.

We have the choice to cast off the chains of our
past and run towards our father who
stands with arms open wide. The Lord is
lifting up his sons and daughters to
live in light.
will no longer find our identity in the words of others but focus
the author and perfector of our faith.

Soon,

we

our

gaze

on

The last year has brought a season of unexpected
challenges but the Lord is consistant
It
all.
He is our firm foundation. He continues to 1ead the students and
through
of
Oral
Roberts University.
faculty
We will continue to move forward in love,
grace and unity. A
the
love
of
and
the
of
life
after death.
by
Jesus
promise

Sunrise

to sunset

He is faithful.
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SEASONS
IN LIMBO

ALTHOUGH THE FIRST U,S, CASE
was diagnosed in January, the

of COVID-19

country didn't begin shutting down until March
when the World Health Organization declared
the virus

a

pandemic. Sports halted, schools

and all nonessential businesses closed
states

as

began crafting plans for stay-at-home

orders to curb the

spread. ESPECIALLY

SUSEPTIBLE TO CORONAVIRUS. the elderly
and those with health issues stayed isolated for
months. Friends and relatives

were

forced to

visit them from outside their windows. COVID

patients in hospitals
MANY SPORTS STOPPED MARCH 12
and
no

by early July, it looked like there would be
college football when the Ivy League ruled

out

playing all fall sports.

soon

Other conferences

followed suit. But then,

schools reversed
seasons

and

course,

playing

to

more

and

more

beginning limited
empty

or

limited

died alone, unable to have

contact with their loved ones. STATES SET UP

TESTING CENTERS where
hours

as

lines of

cars

people

waited for

stretched for miles. The

respiratory disease spread through droplets in
the air with symptoms including fever, cough
and sore throat. After taking the nasal swab
test.

people sometimes waited for weeks for
results and labs

were

overwhelmed.

capacity stadiums. Seasons continued to be
plagued by players testing positive, forcing
games to be rescheduled or canceled.
IN AN EFFORT TO RESUME the NBA
season,

the league invited the top 22 teams at
suspended play on March 11 to the

the time of
ESPN

Sports Complex at Walt Disney World
in Orlando. The league created a protective
bubble, severely limiting the players' exposure
to anything or anyone outside the bubble.
Teams arrived July 7 with play resuming July
30. Eight regular games determined which
16 teams progressed to post-season playoffs.
In the end, the Los Angeles Lakers triumphed
over

the Miami Heat in the best of

winning it all

on

seven

series,

Oct. 11. LeBron James

his fourth MVP, the

only player

won

to win MVP

honors with three different teams.

SUMMER
HEATS UP
EXPERTS WARNED about
crowds

during summer holidays,
high temperatures drove
people to beaches. After the
Fourth of July, cases spiked and
but

the U.S. death toll hit 50,000.

Though the U.S.

had

only four

percent of the world population,
it had

more

of COVID

Europe

than 20 percent

cases,

prompting

to ban travelers from the

U.S,

beginning in July. Some
imposed their own travel
restrictions, requiring quarantines.
states

© Oral Roberts University

MEDICAL PERSONNEL became heroes.

working long hours as their hospitals
exceeded capacity. Large cities like New
York resorted to temporary field hospitals
to handle the overload. Though the
numbers subsided in the summer. by the
end of October. 230.000 had died in the
U.S. At least 31 states set their one-day
infection records in October.

reporting

a

DUBBED OPERATION WARP SPEED,
race for a vaccine involved nearly 30

the

late summer. several

new case

companies. By

MAY and

vaccines had entered preliminary trials. but
three major companies stopped their trials

every 1.3 seconds during the
last week of the month. THROUGHOUT

early June. most states began
gradual. phased reopening after
cases peaked in April. First came more
a

essential services. then salons

Restaurants

reopened

reopened.

with limited

and bars and gyms followed
later. Most cities and states stressed

capacity.

social distancing. wearing masks and
washing hands as preventatives. but local
requirements varied widely.

NOT

RACE FOR A VACCINE

in

early October due

potential

to adverse reactions in

volunteers. Within the month. all were back on
track. Although President Trump had talked of

having a vaccine by November. medical experts
predicted it would be at least early 2021 before
one passed all the FDA trials. and it would take
months before it became widely available to the
general population.

MOST SCHOOL YEARS

SO

ended in March 2020.

NORMAL

and controversy swirled
about whether schools
should reopen in the fall.
Plans varied from state
to state.

ranging from

in

person instruction to virtual

learning

to a

blend of both.

Teachers tailored methods
to
to

accommodate. presenting
empty classrooms in

many

cases.

Students who

attended in person wore
masks in socially distanced

classrooms and endured

quarantines as classmates
tested positive for the virus.
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AUGUST
MAY & JUNE

•

Aug.

7: Talks stalled in the Senate

after the HEALS

•

May

21: Health and Human Services

created

"Operation Warp Speed"

accelerate the development,
manufacture and distribution of
vaccines to combat COVID-19.
to

•

May

•

21: The U.S. and AstraZeneca

formed

vaccine deal and predicted
ready by October.
May 23: The U.S. death toll from
COVID-19 reached 100,000.
a

a

three trials.

vaccine could be
•

•

With schools closed

across

country, seniors missed out

II
•

the
on

the

•

graduation. Many schools
drive-thru or virtual graduations

complete with
•

June 10: U.S.

2,000,000 with
•

Two

person instruction, remote learning
hybrid combinations of both.

reached

cases

Coronavirus became the third leading
of death in the U.S.
Discussions began concerning how

students could safely return to school,
and districts developed plans for in

caps and gowns.
cases

DEATH TOLL RISES

cause

tradition of
held

Aug. 17: UNC Chapel Hill became the
university to send students home.

first

IINEW-NORMAL TRADITIONS
•

(Health, Economic
Stimulus. Liability Protection and
Schools) Act. a second stimulus bill,
was introduced in late July.
Aug. 11: The Trump administration
paid $1.5 million for 100 million doses
of Moderna vaccine, still in phase

up in 20 states.

•

Aug,

24: The Radio

City

Music Hall

June 26: Texas and Florida halted

Rockettes canceled their annual

reopening plans

holiday show for

as cases rose.

or

2020.

after the World Health

days
Organization declared COVID-19
a pandemic on March 11, 2020,
President Trump declared the virus
a National Emergency,
unlocking
billions in federal funding to fight the
spread of the disease. The country
came to a

halt in

the virus from

effort to stop
Retail

an

spreading.

businesses, gyms, hair salons and
restaurants closed. Schools sent

students home, sports seasons were
canceled and travel bans took effect.
The

race

began to develop
fight the virus.

a

vaccine

that would

I

I

I

I

JULY

MARCH & APRIL
•

March 19: California became the first

•

state to issue a

•

stay-at-home order,
restricting travel to only necessary
outings like doctor appointments and
grocery shopping.
March 26-27: The Senate passed
the CARES (Coronavirus Aid,
Relief and Economic Security)
Act, a $2.2 trillion economic
stimulus package.

•

April

15: New York

rose to

City

•

•

set

•

April

cases.

22: The U.S. death toll

reached 40,000.

July 2: States reversed their
reopening plans as new cases rose
to 50,000 a day. Experts warned of a
holiday surge and Southern California
closed beaches for the Fourth of July.
July 14: Moderna Therapeutics

July 16: Daily
set a record at

•

July

•

July

new cases

•

•

14: Pfizer,

•

biopharmaceutical
phase three

Sept.

20: U.S. death tolls reached

Sept. 21: Johnson & Johnson began
phase three vaccine trials.

llFIRST VARIANT APPEARS
•

•

promise.

Sept. 23: A new, more contagious
strain of the COVID virus was
identified in the UK.
Sept. 28: Global deaths surpassed

1,000,000.

27: Moderna

began phase three
trials and received $472 million from

development.

•

Sept. 30: Disney laid off 28,000
as Disneyland remained
closed and Disney World was open

workers

with restrictions.
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a

200,000.

75,600.

the U.S. government for

Sept.

company, expanded their
vaccine trials.

in U.S.

21: Vaccines from AstraZeneca

showed

up field facilities in tents to handle

the overload of

SEPTEMBER

announced desired immune
responses in phase one and two
trials of their vaccine.

death toll

10,000 and hospitals

I

HER f f

DECEMBER
Dec. 8: The first vaccine

•

Dec. 11: The Food and

Oct. 2: President

Trump, the first
lady and the couple's son Barron all
tested positive for COVID-19. The
president was hospitalized for three
days, while others quarantined at

people. County-wide, 39
increase in

mass

with

people
))

Oct. 19: Global

cases

40 million.
Oct. 23: After

halting trials

on

by

a

variant

testing. AstraZeneca, which
halted trials of its vaccine in early
September also later resumed trials.

was

was one

Nov. 9:

a

•

•

record of 100,000

•

an

the results

•

by

23,541

Feb. 15: The CDC determined

I

•

increase in

Jan. 4: The UK variant

Emergency Use Authorization (EUA),
against holiday travel
and multi-generational get-togethers.

diagnosed

•

Jan. 13:

People older than 65 first
vaccine-eligible, but supply
could not keep up with demand.
Jan. 20: U.S. deaths surpassed

•

•

at the

presidential inauguration was reduced
dramatically as members of Congress
who normally got a total of 200,000
tickets
received two each, allowing
them a single guest.
Jan. 27: Travel restrictions requiring
a negative COVID test for passengers
flying into the U.S. began.

the CDC warned

•

Jan. 29: A South African variant
documented in South Carolina.
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was

cases

cases

surged, with

of the UK strain in the U.S.

Feb. 18: Due

to

COVID, life expectancy

in the U.S. reached its lowest in 15
years, according to the CDC.
Feb. 22: U.S. death toll passed

500,000. Political officials marked the
milestone with a solemn White

grim
•

-

•

Feb. 16: Variant

1.173

-

create "house floats' instead.

for

was

more states.

400,000. Attendance

cases.

parades and residents
immediately came up with a plan to
applied

FEB.16-MARCH

became

Nov. 19: New Orleans canceled 2021

Nov. 20: As Pfizer

at

Jan. 14, U.S. deaths

schools could reopen safely if
they follow recommended safety

death every

in three

Nov. 11: For the first time, all 50

reported

on

I

•

in

Mardi Gras

•

day

of variants.

peaking

JANUARY

OMINOUS STATISTICS

states

cases

I

of their vaccine trials, followed
Moderna just one week later.
))

one

measures.

NOVEMBER
single day.
Pfizer published

fell below

continued to decline.

of the UK

I

Nov. 4: U.S. set

cases

seven-day period for the

Feb. 12: After

I

new cases

a

Feb. 9: Florida tallied 200

per

7.4 seconds.

I

•

•

diagnosed in Colorado.

Globally, there

Feb. 4: New

diagnosed

Dec. 21, followed

case

demand.

DOWNWARD TREND

first time since Nov. 13.
•

second dose after four weeks.

Dec. 29: The first

•

and

given

vaccination sites to deal

high

million in

older than 75.

the first shot

Oct.

12 because of adverse reactions,
Johnson & Johnson resumed research

•

•

The U.S. death toll reached 300,000.
Dec. 18: Moderna received EUA with

reached
•

•

))

ANOTHER GRIM MILESTONE

•
•

happened three days later.
dose was required three

healthcare and front-line workers and

states saw

Feb. 1: Supply issues and
crashing software hampered the
vaccine rollout. States opened

state-side

weeks later. The first vaccines went to

infections.

new

•

and the first vaccine administered
A second

Oct. 8: A COVID-19 outbreak at the
White House infected at least 34
an

Drug

Administration gave emergency
approval for the Pfizer vaccine,

home in the White House.
•

FEB. 1-15

elect Biden promised 100 million
shots in his first 100 days in office.
•

•

0 N E S.

was

administered in the UK. President

OCTOBER

!/J

•

House ceremony.
Feb. 27: Johnson & Johnson received
EUA and began shipping vaccinations.

Mar. 2: Despite advice against it from
health officials, the governors of Texas
and Mississippi announced plans to

drop

mask mandates and reopen their

states at 100 percent

March 10.

beginning

on

at the news that

Chadwick Boseman,

the star of "Black Panther," had
died at the age of 43 on Aug. 29.
Boseman had been diagnosed with
colon

cancer

four years earlier.

He had not

publicly revealed the
diagnosis, undergoing surgeries and
chemotherapy while continuing to
act. A Howard University graduate
from South Carolina, he had played
small roles

on

television until his

portrayal of Jackie Robinson opposite
Harrison Ford in the movie "42" made
him

star. In addition to Black Panther

a

and Robinson, he also starred

GOO D 8 Y E,

NOTORIOUS RBG

James Brown and

BTS's SINGLE "DYNAMITE"
became the first video watched

Ginsburg died on Sept.18 at the
Despite battling multiple forms of

age of 87.
for

cancer

number of years, she continued to work
on the Court until the time of her death.

a

Ginsburg served
highest court. Her

27 years
law

1970s when she led the
for

gender equality.

nominated her

as

on

YouTube. The seven-member

2013

as a hip-hop group, but it wasn't
until 2017 that they led the K-pop

movement into the

U.S., breaking

numerous

sales records.

the nation's
the courts

fight in

In 1993, Bill Clinton

the second

woman on

Supreme Court where she continued to
champion women's rights. During her years
the

on

the court she became

women
a

of all ages. She

documentary,

a

a

was

role model for
the

biopic and

an

subject

of

operetta,

earning the moniker "Notorious RBG." After
lying in repose outside the Supreme Court
she became the first

woman to

lie in state at

the United States

boy

band from South Korea debuted in

started in the

career

more

than 100 million times in 24 hours
on

SUPREME COURT JUSTICE Ruth Bader

as

Thurgood Marshall.

Capitol.
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UNREST
IN LOUISVILLE
TENSIONS CONTINUED to

run

high

in

Louisville, Kentucky, when a grand jury convened
in the death of Breonna Taylor indicted only
one police officer for wanton endangerment for
firing into a neighbor's apartment. No one was
charged in Taylor's death. Taylor, a 26-year-old

Black EMT.
when

was

shot and killed in her apartment
a search warrant in March.

served

police
judge granted the warrant based on the belief
that a former boyfriend had received packages
of drugs at Taylor's address. Taylor and her
current boyfriend were asleep when police
A

broke down their door.

Although the officers
involved say they announced, some witnesses
and Taylor's boyfriend deny that. The boyfriend,
not

CARS RACED in front of empty stands at the Indy 500 on Aug. 23.
COVID-19 forced the delay from May 24 and caused race organizers
to prohibit fans. Takumo Sato took the checkered flag for the second
time, with the last five laps run under a caution due to a crash. THE
EM MY AWARDS, hosted by Jimmy Kimmel, took place virtually on

knowing who

breaking in, fired one shot.
hitting Taylor multiple times.
Controversy continued over a possible cover-up
and whether the grand jury had been given all
the evidence by the district attorney.
was

Police returned fire,

Sept. 20. Kimmel hosted from the Staples Center in Los Angeles
giving speeches from their homes. "Schitt's Creek"
became the first comedy or drama series to win all four main acting
categories in a single year. The show, created by and starring
Eugene Levy and his son Dan, also became the first series to win all
seven major awards in a single year, sweeping the awards with nine
with winners

total. LADY GAGA TOOK HOME Artist of the Year honors at the
MTV Video Music Awards on Aug. 20. She also won the first-ever
Tricon Award which honors

a highly accomplished artist across
disciplines. Keke Palmer hosted the show featuring mostly
pre-recorded performances. Other winners included The Weekend

three

for Video of the Year and BTS for Best

Group. The

show

dedicated to Chadwick Boseman who had died two

was

days

before.

NATURE NOTES

WI L 0, WI L 0
WEATHER
A STATE OF.

EIYIERGENCY was

wildfires caused by

declared in California when

record heat and winds burned

across
lightning,
significant wildfires began there in August
September. On Aug. 4, Hurricane Isaias made landfall in North

the state. More than 40

and

Carolina and, before month's end, Hurricane Laura hit Louisiana
a Category 4 with winds so strong they reversed the flow of the
River. Even the Midwest

as

was not spared the wrath of
125-mph winds flattened fields,
uprooted trees and spawned 21 tornados along a 700-mile stretch
as it moved through seven states and into southern Ontario.

Mississippi

Mother Nature

as a

derecho with
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WRANGLERS REMOVED 5,000 pythons
from the Florida Everglades. Volusia County,
on Florida's Atlantic Coast. saw its fourth shark
attack of the year. West Virginia battled zombie
cicadas under the influence of a psychedelic
fungus that caused them to infect other insects.
On

a lighter note: Mei Xiang, a
22-year-old giant
panda at the National Zoo in Washington D.C.
gave birth to a cub on Aug. 21.

MOTHER
NATURE
PERSISTS
NATURAL DISASTERS CONTINUED

through the fall. California
plagued by wildfires since early spring.
The Glass Fire burned through Napa and
Sonoma counties, destroying 67,484
acres, including a number of vineyards,
and forcing the evacuation of at least
to make news

was

68,000 residents before the blaze

fully contained

THE LOS ANGELES DODGERS won their first World
Series in 32 years on Oct. 20, beating the Tampa Bay

Rays 8-3 in Game 6. The 60-game regular season was the
shortest in history due to the pandemic, but it led to the
longest post-season on record with 16 teams competing.
LA shortstop Corey Seager was named World Series

Dodgers

record for the most strikeouts, and the
used seven pitchers
the most ever used by a
a

-

winning

IN THE MUSIC WORLD,
Eric Church
the

was

team in

a

nine-inning

clincher.

in October. The 2020 hurricane

season

had 12 named storms and three

major

hurricanes. Twelve of the storms

in 2020 made landfall in the continental
United States. The

singer/songwriter

same

honor

on

Grammy nominations
were announced, Bsvonce set a record with
nine, while Swift, Roddy Ricch and Dua Lipa
garnered six nominations each.
When the

"JEOPARDY!" HOST ALEX TREBEK,
who announced his

pancreatic

cancer

diagnosis of stage

4

in March 2019, died

Nov. 8 at the age of 80. He taped his final
appearance as host on Oct. 29. Trebek hosted
the TV show for 37 seasons. Ken Jennings,
the

highest

history, served

money winner in game show
as the first of several interim

hosts while the network

sought

a new

permanent host. October also marked the
deaths of rocker Eddie Van Halen and Scottish
actor Sean

season

marked

only

the second time in history that the Greek
alphabet had to be used to name storms.

Country Music Awards, and the American

Taylor Swift.

season

record-breaking 30 named storms,
including six major hurricanes. An average
saw a

named Artist of the Year at

Music Awards bestowed the

was

Oct. 20. The coast of

Louisiana took yet another hit as Hurricane
Zeta made landfall as a Category 2 late

TAKING THE TITLE

MVP. Game 6 set

on

Connery, the original James Bond.
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DELAYED

RESULTS
THE PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION took
out

in record numbers. The results

were

place
close

Nov. 3, and voters turned
enough that several states
on

could not be called. On Nov. 7, Joe Biden reached the required number of
270 electoral votes and became the president-elect. He and vice president
elect Kamala Harris addressed the nation that

night.

PRESIDENT TRUMP sent
on

Oct. 2

positive for COVID-19. He
hospitalized later that day
Reed National
v

a tweet

announcing he had

tested

was

at Walter

Military Medical Center

a dip in his oxygen levels.
He returned to the White House

following
three

days

later after

receiving

an

experimental drug cocktail. The First
Lady and son, Barron, also tested positive
and

NEW

NO FANS LOOKED ON
the Masters
score

in the

concerns

as

Dustin Johnson

at the White House.

JUSTICE

won

golf tournament with the lowest
history of the tournament. Pandemic

created

a

one-of-a-kind Masters:

No spectators, no ropes and only one guest
for each player. Johnson finished 20-under at
268 with only four bogeys in 72 holes, another

record. Tiger Woods, the defending champion,

helped

quarantined

him put

on

his green

jacket.

THE ROCK AND ROLL HALL OF FAME
welcomed a new group of inductees on Nov. 7.
Honorees included The Doobie Brothers

(pictured), Depeche Mode, Whitney Houston,
Nine Inch Nails, The Notorious B.I.G. and T. Rex.
The ceremony was broadcast on HBO after
the live ceremony, scheduled for May 2, was
cancelled due to the

WITH THE DEATH of

Supreme Court Justice Ruth Bader Ginsberg in
September, President Trump nominated Amy Coney Barrett to fill the
vacancy. Democrats argued that the position should not be filled before
the presidential election, but on Oct. 26, Barrett was confirmed with a
52-48 vote in the Republican-led Senate. The vote marked the first in
modern times with no support from the minority party. Barrett who once
clerked for Justice Antonin Scalia, was a professor at the University of
Notre Dame Law School for 15 years before her appointment to the
7th US Circuit Court of Appeals in 2017.

pandemic.
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AS THE INAUGURATION CEREMONY ends

on

Jan. 20.

installed President Joe Biden and his wife, Jill, leave the

newly
Capitol

Building. Record voter turnout and close counts in a number of
battleground states delayed the election results. Biden and the
vice president, Kamala Harris, were declared the winners on
Nov. 7, four days after election day. LADY GAGA CHATS with
Vice President Harris and her husband, Douglas Emhoff, after
singing the National Anthem at the inauguration. The election
marked a number of firsts, including the first woman, the first
African American and the first Indian to hold the office of Vice

President. WITH THE COVID PANDEMIC

raging, the large
normally witnessed the inauguration were limited.
To represent those who could not attend, the Presidential
Inauguration Committee installed more than 191,500 state
and territory flags on the National Mall. BERNIE SANDERS,
the Independent senator from Vermont, created quite a stirand countless memes
with his inaugural mittens. Made from
recycled wool and lined with fleece made from recycled plastic,
they were given to Sanders by a Vermont elementary teacher. The
memes, placed on sweatshirts, t-shirts and stickers, helped raise
more than $1.8 million for charitable
organizations in Vermont.
PRESENTING HER POEM, "The Hill We Climb: Amanda Gorman
became the youngest inaugural poet in U.S. history. A poet and
crowds that

-

ATHLETIC
ACCOLADES

activist. she
Her

was

inaugural

named the first National Youth Poet Laureate.
generated international acclaim, boosting

poem

two of her books to best-seller status.

DeVONTA SMITH, an Alabama Crimson Tide
wide receiver won the 2021 Heisman Trophy.
A senior, Smith

was

the first wide receiver to

trophy since 1991. He was also named
The Associated Press Player of the Year
the

win the

-

first wideout to win that honor. He scored three
touchdowns in Alabama's win
for the National

over

Championship

Ohio State

in the 52-24

game on Jan. 11. BARCELONA SOCCER
PLAYER Lionel Messi scored goal number

644

breaking Pele's long-held
goals scored for a single
club. The Argentinian, a six-time winner of the
Bailon d'Or award, was also the highest scorer
in the history of La Liga with 451 goals.
on

Dec. 22,

record for the most

KING
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AARON

TYSON

UNCONVENTIONAL

HOLIDAYS

2020 HOLIDAY DINNERS looked different
for many families. While some were able to hold
multi generational gatherings, many postponed

sought other ways to celebrate together,
avoiding travel and larger groups. AAA estimated
that approximately 34 million fewer Americans
traveled for December holidays, representing a
decrease of nearly 30 percent from 2019.
or

TIMES SQUARE'S ICONIC BALL DROP
took

place with a group of about 40 frontline
pandemic workers dubbed "Heroes of 2020" by
event organizers replacing the usual throngs of
revelers. The "New Year's Hockin' Eve" special still
aired, complete with the countdown, confetti and
live performances by Andra Day, Jennifer Lopez,
Pitbull, Gloria Gaynor and others.

THE

LOSS
OF

LEGENDS

WE LOST A NUMBER of sports and entertainment legends in
January. Larry King, a television and radio host. died at 87. With
awards that included

Awards, he hosted

Peabody,

more

an

Emmy

and 10 Cable ACE

than 50,000 interviews. "Harnrnerin' Hank"

MLB seasons. Dubbed the Home Run

King, he was
inducted into baseball's Hall of Fame in 1982. Cicely Tyson, a model
and actress, won a Tony in 2013 and two Emmys for her role in "The
Autobiography of Miss Jane Pittman." She was 96. Cloris Leachman
won eight Daytime Emmys during a career that spanned seven
decades. She appeared on "Dancing With the Stars" at the age of 82.
Aaron

played 23

a

LEACHMAN
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GAMESTOP MANIA
AT THE BEGINNING of

shares

were

January, GameStop
selling for $20. Two weeks later

the

price was $483. The increase was fueled by
largely rookie traders encouraging one another
on Reddit to buy shares. Although the
GameStop
bubble passed quickly, activity from young
traders seemed more lengthy, with 3.7 million
downloads of Robinhood,

trading and investing

a

commission-free

app. in

January.
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